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ABSTRACT
When the Children are Gone:

Changes in Mental

Health and Marital Relations during
the transition to Postparenthood.
by
Kenneth Holland Cannon, Maste r of Science
Utah State University, 1984
Major Professor:
Department :

Dr. Brent c. Miller
Family and Human Development

A longitudinal research design was used to determine if
parents' personal well-being or marital relations changed
after the launching of the youngest child and what variales
might affect these potential changes .
Eighty-nine parents whose youngest child was a senior
at Logan High School or Sky View High School responded to
mail-out questionnaires, assessing parents general
well-being, marital relations, marital companionship,
personal stress, quality of parenting experiences and degree
of parent-child conflict.

Approximately one year later, a

second questionnaire was sent and twenty-three of the
parents who responded had launched their youngest child.
One of the most st r iking aspects of the results of this
study was the general lac k of statistically significant

viii

findings.

For most individuals , launching of the youngest

child had little positive or negative affect on parents
personal well-being or marital relations.
Significant rel atio nships were found for parents who
had low quality parenting experiences or whos e relationships
with their youngest child tended to be conflictful .

These

findings suggest that low quality parenting experiences or
high amounts of parent - child conflict negatively impact
personal well-being and marital rel atio ns and that the
launching of the youngest child lessens the negative impact
of these two variables.

The exception to this finding was

that low quality parenting expe riences was significantly
r elated to parents' marital satisfaction regardless of
whether or not the youngest child left home.

(133 Pages)

CHAPTER I
STA TEM ENT OF THE

PROBLEf~

Introd u ction
Life holds many normative developmental changes and
transitions for men and women.

Events such as leaving home ,

entering new school and work envi ron me nts, getting married,
having children , and havi ng children leave home are some of
the transitions that can be expected during the f am ily life
cycle .

These tra nsitions may be st r essful for the ind ividual

o r the couple because they may require adjustments and change
in habits , values, r oles and the day - to -d ay routin e of life
(McCubbi n & Figley, 1983) .

This thesis will focus on the

changes in parents' lives during the transition to
postparenthood .
Definitions and

Q<o_~criptio ns

The period of time when maturing ado lescent s leave thei r
famil y of or ientation is referred as "launch i ng."

It begins

wh e n the first child leaves home and co ntinues until the last
child has left .

Launching may se rve as a period of

a nticipatory socializ at ion, or preparation for the empty nest
years (Le wis , Freneau, & Roberts , 1979).

The term s

" post - parental " years and the " empty nest " ref e r to that ti me
in the family developmental life cycle wh ich lies be t we en the
departure of the last chil d from home and the retir eme nt or
death of one or both spo uses.
The postparental yea r s are a historically recent
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phenomenon.

Only during the last ce nt u ry have chang es in

fertility patterns and the life expectancy of men and women
combined to produce the pos t par e nt al stage (Glick , 1977).
Quaker women born in the U.S. before 1786 could expect thei r
hus band to die some ten years before their youngest child was
married (Wells , 1973) .

There was no child -free stage in the

f amily life cycle at this ti me .

Data from wom en born during

the 1890 ' s , the 1920' s a nd the 1950 ' s show the increasing
length of the postparental period (Glick , 1955, 1977) .

For

women born in the 1890's a typical postparental period l aste d
about two years while those born during the 1950's could
ex pe ct about twelve y ears of postp are ntal re la tionships with
their spouse .

For most families of the western world today ,

the empty nest stage ave r ages twelve to fourteen years
( Aldo us, 1978 ).
Problem and Purpose
This study will exa mine and compare parents who have
experien c ed the tr a nsition to postparenthood with parents
whose youngest child is still living at home and have notmad e
the transition .

These comp a risons will be done to determin e

if there ar e any change s in empty nest parents' ge ne ral
we ll - being , personal stress , or marital r e lationship that may
be associ a t e d with th e youngest child leaving home and the
subsequent transition to postpaPenthood .
The pu r p os e of t h i s study i s t o a dd mo r e con ci se and
accu r ate i nfo rm ation to the bod y of k nowl e dge abou t th e
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transition to postparenthood, and to implement a longitudinal
research design whi ch hao not been used in previous research
in this area .
Justification
The postparental phase of the family life cycle has been
neglected by researchers in the past.

There is relatively

little information concerning what happens to parents when
their children leave home.

This is especially t rue when

compared to the knowledge available about other phases of the
family life cycle .

Knowledge concerning the types of changes

that occur during the empty nest period, and what
characteristics are related to the degree and direction of
these changes are important for practical, scientific, and
clinical reasons.

Since the majority of people who become

parents wi l l experience this phasel, this knowledge will be
helpful in describing in part , what happens to a portion of
the population during this phase of life.
Conceptual Framework
The major theoretical and conceptual underpinnings for
this study were derived from elements of c risi s and rol e
theory.

The ABCX family crisis model (Hill , 1949; 1958)

approaches the basic question as to why some families a re
able to cope with ease in the face of a c ris is and other
families give up, or a re unable to handle the crisis under
i dentical or nearly id e ntical c ircumst a nces .
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Role theory is used to examine the impact and process of
the transition into new roles and the relinquishing of old
roles.
The basic ABCX family crisis involved or explored by
Hill (1949) describes A, as the stress or event wh ich
interacts with B, the family family's crisis meeting
resources.

This in turn interacts with C, the definition

the family makes of the event to produce X - the crisis.
McCubbin and Patterson (1982) have defined a stressor
as a life event such as death, marriage, purchase of a home,
parenthood, etc., which impacts on th e family unit and
produces or has the potential to produce change in the
family and its social system .

The launching of the youngest

child from home is the st r essor event in this study.

Also

associated with the stress or event are family hardships,
which are the demands on the family that are associated with
the stressor event .
Hill (1958) classified stressors i n terms of their
impact on the family unit.
following categories:

This c lassification included the

accession - the a ddition of a family

member (e . g . birth of a child); dismemberment- the loss of
a family member (e .g. death of a family member); loss of
family morale and unity (e.g . alcoholism , substance abuse);
and changed structure and morale (e . g . desertion and
divorce) .

~h e

launching of the youngest child from home is
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considered a dismemberment stressor .
Postparenthood is a normal and expected event in the
life course of almost all married men and women.

Despite

the expectedness of this event , the changes associated with
the departure of the youngest child , will r equire ongoing
a djustment and adaptation by the parents .

Roles are lost or

changed in content and new roles are assumed .

The general

consensus of opinion among early students of postparenthood
was that the loss of the children from the home left a void
in the lives of the parents, especially the mother for whom
parenting has often occupied a major portion of her adult
life and had been a central part of her r ole cluster .
The B factor is the resources the family has for
meeting the demands of a stressor event .

These resources

help the f amily prev ent a stressor event from becoming a
crisis.

One family resource relevant to this study is

Anticipatory Socialization .

The transition out of the

parental role may be partially anticipated and cushioned
through pr evious life experie nces .

The launch i ng of each

child serves as a socializing influence fo r pa r ents as they
go through the process of guiding their children into jobs,
marriage , and independent living (Nye & Berardo , 1973).
Also , the temporary departure of the children f r om the ho me
for college, milit ary service, vacations or work experiences
all serve as events to c; r adually weA. n :he parents away from
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the children and help both husband and wife ease out of
their parental responsibilities (Nye & Be r a rdo, 1973) .
Another resource for parents during this time is their
participation in activities and roles other than the
parental role, which may serve as alternative sources of
gratification for the rewards and responsibilities which
were received from parenting and take up time that was once
devoted to the accomplishment of the parental role.

This is

congruent with Sieber's (1974) theory of role accumulation.
Seiber states that the more roles a person participates in,
the more benefits, status, security and privileges a person
enjoys.
Families a re often at the peak of their earning power
at this time , especially if the wife is working.

High

income, together with r elatively fewer financial
responsibilities to their children can allow parents to
pursue vacations and excursions previously out of their
financial reach .

~hese

increased finances can have a

positive impact on the parents individual sense of
well - being and the quality of the ma rr iage .
The C factor in the ABCX model is the family ' s
definition of the seriousness of the stresso r.

The parents

expectations of what the empty nest will be like will
probably greatly affect their adjustment to postparental
life .
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Crisis - the X factor is the amount of disruptiveness,
disorganization or incapacitation which the family
experiences (McCubbin & Patterson , 1983).

Crisis is

distinguished from stress by the fact that a family may
e xperience stress but have sufficient resources, coping
abilities and a positive definition of the stress, so that
the stressor never becomes disruptive to the family system.
Personal well-being , life satisfaction, marital satisfaction
a nd companionship have been the measures typically used by
researchers of the postparental period of life.

Los scores

on these measures have been interpreted as crisis for empty
nest parents.
Many of the changes that are taking place in parents'
lives prior to and after the time when the children have
left hom e , can be conceptualized by role theory as a
transition out of the r ol e as parent and into the new roles
of postpa rent .

The variables which are related to these

changes affect either the ease or difficulty the individual
expe r iences in relinquishing some of the parental functions
and/or changing or forming new roles with regards to
pare nt s ' personal functioning and marital interaction.
The parent - child relationship may have an effect on the
changes which occur during postparenthood .

Burr's (1972)

theory of rol e transitions proposed that the more d ifficu lty
o r str a in a person has in complyinG with a role, the easier
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it is for thaL person to make a transition out of that role .
If parents are having difficulties in meeting their
perceptions and/or societies expectations of the pa r ental
role , then it is likely that role strain will be generated .
This increased role strain wil l in turn make the transition
out of the parental role or these role functions easier
(Burr , Leigh, Day & Constantine, 1979).

Sieber , (1974)

suggests , however, that the role which a person engages in
provides benefits and privileges which may counteract lOVI
levels of role strain, thus making the transition out of the
parental role easier only when role strain is relatively
high .
Parent-child conflict is a variable that can affect the
amou nt of role strain a parent experiences .

Parent-child

disagreement or conflict can be defined as mutual antagonism
or misunderstanding between parents and the child on a
variety of issues such as fundamental behavioral codes and
future life goals, to less important issues such as the type
of music to which one listens (Vander Zenden , 1978) .

'i'hese

issues are connected to the functions of the parental role
of socializing their ch ildr e n .

Conflict in these areas inake

it difficult for parents to carry out their role as
socializers of their chid r e n , or to feel that they have been
effective in their socialization effort s .
disarreement ove r

p~rPnting

Conjugal

pr actices on such issues as
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behavioral codes , appropriate disciplinary techniques,
dating, and the sexual conduct of the children is also
likely to cause increased role strain for parents.

The

abse n ce of children in the home works to reduce this
conflict making it easier to relinquish the parental role.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The literature dealing with postparenthood will be
reviewed in three sections.

The first two sections will

divide the literature historically.

The first section

i ncludes the early commentaries and studies on postparenthood.
This se c tion will include literature up to 1964.

The second

section will review those studies published after 1964 until
the present.

The third section will review specific variables

and f i ndings from the literature that may be related to the
postparenthood experience.

The literature review will

conclude with a synthesis of the findings on

postpa~enthood

and a list of the hypotheses to be tested .
Early Studies and

2.£~~taries

Postparenthood has come under scientific investiga tion
only since the 1950's.

Prior to that time, the knowledge

available concerning the postparental years was mostly
descriptive and came from folkwisdom and commentaries based on
clinical observations, speculations and infe r ences (Deutscher ,
1964).

~hese

commentaries tended to be polarized in their

view of parents' reactions to the launching of the last child
from home .

One position argued that the years following the

launching of the youngest child became a time of freedom and
in c reased e njoyment due to the lessened parental
respon sib il i ties a nd in c r eas ed finances ( Benedict, 1949 and
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St e inglitz , 1946) .

No c ri sis was seen as oc c ur ing for the

postparental couple , rather couples were seen as increasing in
their personal well - being a nd marital harmony .
The majority of the commentaries , however, took the
opposite view.

For instance Burgess and Locke (1945)

described the effects of the children leaving home for
college, vocational advancement , or for a change of scene , as
being pa rtially dis r upt i ve to the family .

They also suggest

that the .d eparture of a son or daughte r v i a marriage resulted
in a time of acute crisis for the parents .

It was generally

felt that having the children leave home for a new life , left
the pa rents with frequent feelings of l onelin ess , emptiness
a nd feeling of crisis over the loss of the children from the
hom e .
Readjustment a t t his stage of family development was
t hou ght to be more diffi cult for the wife than for the
husb a nd .

It was the wife that was seen to be left alone as

th e ch i ldren depart ed , for she was the one who had be e n mor e
active in the ca r e and management of the children up to their
(See Waller & Hill , 1951 ; Burgess & Locke , 1945 ;

departu r e .
C hr is tens e ~ .

1950 ; Kins ey , Pom e r oy , Ma rtin & Gebhard , 1953 ;

Lo wrey, 194 3 ; Pollak , 1948 ; a nd Tibbitts , 1951) .
Most empi r ical studies have not suppo rt ed the notion that
t he tr a nsition to po s tpa renthood is a time of c r isis for
pa r e nts .

! n one of the ea r lies t st ud i es dealing with
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postparenthood, Rose (1955) examined life satisfaction amo ng
middle aged adults .

Middle age was operationally defined in

terms of their children's reachi ng the age of independence.
The overall finding of the study was that the majority of
respondents were either satisfied or very satisfied with their
life.

So few persons reported that they were dissatisfied

with life that three of the categories (very dissatisfied,
somewhat dissatisfied and average) had to be combined in order
to have enough respondents to make comparison with those who
rated themselves as being satisfied and very satisfied with
life.
Irwin Deustscher was probably the first researcher to
really challenge the notion that the launching of the last
child from home and subsequent transition to postparenthood
adversley affects parents.

Deutscher (1964 ) identified a nd

intervie wed one or both spouses from thirty - one postparental
households.

Seventy -one percent of the husbands a nd

seventy - nine percent of the wives said that the postparental
phase of life was better or as good as p rev ious stages .

Only

a small percentage of the wiv es and none of the husbands
reported the quality of life to be worse after the children
were gone .
Axelson (1960), in a c ross sectional study examined the
pe r sonal adjustment of a postparental g roup ( parents havi ng no
childr e n under

B[B

18 at

~orne )

and a

quasi - postp~rental

group
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(parents with one or more child ren under age 18 at home).
Mothers and fathe r s were asked to indicate their present
degree of satisfaction with seven basic life areas including
family income, -house and furniture,

recreation , relationships

to children, relationships to spouse, daily work and the
community as a place to live .

Differences between the

postparental and quasi-postpa rent al groups were statistically
non-significant and there were no interaction effects by sex.
Reported in the same a rt icle (A xelson, 1960) was an
earlier study where 239 women were asked to think back to the
time their child was of high school age, and to note if change
had taken place on several different variables .

Axelson

recorded a significant increase in satisfaction with the
interpersonal and financial aspects of daily living and
decreases in worries over the child ' s

~elfare

and financial

matte rs.
Postparental women however , wer e also found to have a
significant increase in lo neliness .

Axelson explained that

this was probably due to a decr ease in community acti v i ties by
postparental mothers.

This finding, however, is not in

keeping with Sussman's (1955) finding that most women increase
their community activities dur i ng postparenthood.
Blood and Wolfe's (1960) examination of marital
relationships result ed in some wh at mixed findings conce r nin g
sAtis f ac t io n i n the postparental s t age .

Wiv es wh ose ch i l dr en
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had left home were found to have somewhat higher satisfaction
with their husbands than wives whose children had not left
home.

They suggested that this may be due to the return of

the couple to a dating relationship, and that a second
honeymoon period may ensue.

The overall finding of the study,

however, indicated a general trend for marital satisfaction
and love to decrease gradually over time, and that marital
relations in general, were less satisfying during the
postparental years than during the previous years of marriage .
Blood and Wolfe suggested that this decrease resulted in part,
from the departure of the children .
The early view that the departure and absence of the
children from the home resulted in a time of crisis for
parents seems to have had a significant impact on the thinking
of the early r esearchers on postparenthood.

Despite several

early findings indicating that postparental couples tended to
be satisfied with life, researchers of this time still drew
conclusions about postparenthood consistent with the view that
it was a time of crisis for parents .
!?_!_udi es Si nce 1964
Most recent studies have not supported the notion that
postpa renthood is a time of crisis for mothers or fathers.

An

exception to this trend is Bart's (1971) study of middle- aged
wom en who were first admissions to mental hospit al s .
~indines

He r

sugges t that the departure of the childr e n f r om the
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home may have a nega tive effect on women.

Eighty-two per c ent

of the hospitalized housewives who had over protective or over
involved relationships with their children and had experienced
the departure of one or more chil dren were found to be
depresse d.

Th is study , however, is limited to hospitalized

women and care must be taken in the inte rpret atio n of these
r esults .
Saunder's (197 4 ) study of life satisfaction dur i ng the
postparental period is one of the few studies on
postparenthood to use a random sample .
random

fro~

Subjects were drawn at

two suburban re sidential directories of a major

metropolitan area .

All couples listed in the directories who

were identified as having no c hildren at home and for whome
the husbands occupation was liste d, constituted the
population.

Parents were asked to retrospectively compare

their present life satisfaction with thei r life satisfactio n
before t hei r children left home .

Of th e 120 respond ents , only

n ine pe r cent actually defined postpa r enth ood as bei ng worse in
terms of life satisfaction than when their children were a t
home.

The remaind er of the sample indicated that their

satisfaction with life af t er the chi ldren had left hom e was
some what better, but sho wed no marked increase in this a r ea .
One group of studies have examined mar ital satisfaction
over various stages - of the life cycle .

The results of these

studies, if graphed , gene r ally sho wed marital and personal
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satisfaction following a "U" shaped curve over time with a
decline in marital satisfaction after the early stages of
marriage and the children arrive, followed by an increase in
satisfaction in the later stages of life after the children
have ·left home.

(Burr , 1970; Rollins & Feldman, 1970;

Lowenthal & Chiriboga, 1972 ; Rollins & Cannon, 1974; Campbell,
Converse & Rodge rs, 1976; Miller, 1976).
For example, Rollins and Cannon (1974), examined the
marital satisfaction of men and women at eight different
stages of the life cycle .

They found that resp ondents whose

children had left home had significantly higher marital
satisfactio n than parents who were in the launching stage.
Campbell et al (1976) used a var iety of measures in their
exami nation of the quality of American l ife .

Men and women in

the postparental period were found to have high levels of
marital satisfaction and general well-being, and low levels of
pe rceived stress ; the postparental respondents scored
significantly higher on marital satisfaction and general
well-being and significantly lower on perceived stress than
parents who still .had children at home .
There have been, however , seve r al methodological
criticisms of these life cycle studies of marital
satisfaction.

Spanier, Lewis and Cole (1975) challenged the

evidence supporting a non-linear relationship between marit al
satisfaction and stages of the family life cycle by a r guing
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that these studies relied on visual inspections of data to
detect the non-linear trends, and that no statistical tests
were made to see if the findings were significant departures
from linearity.

Spanier and his associates proposed the use
~esting

of the relationship

r ather than the use of linear statistics.

Spanier et al then

of curvilinear statistics for the

used this statistical procedure on three sets of data from
different states.

Only weak evidence was found in support of

a non-linear marital satisfaction/family life cycle
relationship.
Hudson and.Murphy (1980) call attention to another
possible flaw in these studies , stating that none of the
previous studies adequately controlled for Type I errors.
These authors then applied controls for Type I errors to a set
of data and showed that marital satis f action gradually
decreased over the latter stages of life rather than
increasing.
Despite these criticisms, the majority of the results of
the ma rital satisfaction/family life cycle studies are
congruent with other studies on postparenthood which show an
increase in satisfaction from parenthood to postpa renthood
(Rose , 1955; Sussman , 1955; Axelson, 1960; Saunders, 1974,
Glenn, 1975; Harkins, 1978 ; Lewis et al, 1979; Glenn &
McLanahan, 1981; and Glenn & McLanahan 1982) .

Because these

studies have measured respondents at two points in time
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rather than several as in the life cycle studies, they are not
subject to the criticism brought by Spanier, Lewis, and Cole
(1975) and Hudson and Murphy (1980).
Harkins (1978) examined samples of pre - empty nest, empty
nest and post-empty nest women for changes in physical and
psychological well-b eing .

The only group whi ch experienced

decreases in psychological well - being were those who defined
themselves as being off- time with regards to the expected time
of launching of their youngest child.

On the positive side,

it was found that the empty nest group showed significantly
more psychological well-being than did the pre - and post - empty
nest groups.

No significant differences were foun d between

the three groups on measures of physical well-being .
Rubin (1979) in her indepth qualitative study on middle
aged women found that al most all the women interviewed , spoke
of the departure of their child r en with a sense of relief .
This is not to say that some of the women in this study did
not feel any sense of loss or period of readjustment , however .
Rubin described these feelings as a sad joyfu lness, which is
far from the acute crisis and depression t hat ea r ly authors
said women experience .

Rubi n's interview data had a similar

finding to Harkins (1978) , in that those women who were
off- time in the transition to postparent h ood had more
difficulty adjustin g to the departure of their youngest child
than did those who we re on time.
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Barque and Back (1977) examined the effects of four
potentially stressful life events on men and women ages
forty-five to seventy.

These events included the departure of

children from the home, retirement, major illness to family or
self, and the death of the subject's spouse or a close family
member.

No consistent relationship was found for illnesses,

and death had a stressful impact on individuals whenever it
occured.

Retirement and the departure of the children from

the home were found to have a stressful impact on parents only
if they occured off-schedule to the normally expected age of
transition .
One study by Glenn , and two by Glenn and McLanahan used
data from national surveys.

This gives these studies a

considerable advantage i n sampling and representativeness when
compared to other studies.

Glenn (1975) examined data from

six national surveys comparing parental and postparental
persons on measures of psychological well -b eing .

The results

from all six surveys show that persons in the postparental
category tend to have greater psychological well-being than do
persons in the parental stage of life.

A measure of marital

happiness was also contained in one of the surveys a nd an
analysis of this data revealed that postparental women
reported distinctly greater marital happiness as compared to
parental worn en of the same age.
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The studies by Glenn and McLanahan (1981 and 1982)
examine national survey data more f rom the point of trying to
determine the effects of children on parents while they remain
in the home.

Glenn and - McLanahan (1981) examined the effects

of having had offspring on global happiness and five
dimensions of satisfaction (family life , friendships,
non-working activities, health and community of residence) of
persons who were age fifty or older who had no children under
the age of eighteen living at home.

Data was taken from six

U. S. national surveys which were conducted from 1973 to 1978.
Findings revealed small magnitude coefficients and a lack of
statistically significant relationships .

It seems that having

had children has very little positive impact on the
psychological well-being of older Americans.

The data from

this study provides no substantial support for the notion that
the pr esence of children contribute , on the average , to the
general happiness and satisfaction of parents .

A few findings

were significant, and these seem to ind icate that the presence
of children cause negative effects on highly educated whit e
males' global happiness and on black fathers levels of
satisfaction.
Glenn and McLanahan (1982) report data from six U.S .
national surveys conducted from 1973 through 1978.

This study

e xamined the effects of the presence of children on the
ma r i t al ha pp i ness of adult s .

Subpopul Rt i ons ba s ed on s ex ,
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race, level of education, religious preference, employment
status and stated ideal number of children, were tested for
possible effects.

No effects were found for any of these

subpopulations in regard to the presence of children having a
positive effect on marital happiness .

There were, however,

small but pervasive negative effects on all subpopulations
tested, suggesting that the overall effects of child ren' s
presence on marital happiness is very likely to be negative
for the majority of married persons in the United States.
These conclusions , along with findings of increased personal
and marital satisfaction, provide more support for th e idea
that postparenthood is a positive experience for most persons.
Variables Related to the

Postparenta~rTence-

Sex differences.

Male -female differences in reactions to

the departure of the children have been examined by only a few
of the studies on postparenthood.

Most studies have focused

on femRles rRther than males because they were assumed to be
affected more negatively by the departure of the children .
Some findings tend to support this point of view.

For

example, Borque and Back (1977) found that the launching of
the youngest child from the home had a greater negative impact
on women than men.

Lurie (1974) found that pa r ents during the

launching stage , feel that their relationship with their
spouse and their children , change fo r the worse during this
time a nd women were found to be more nega tively affected by
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these changes than were men.

Spence and Lonner (1971)

generally describe this time as an unhappy one for women .
They report that even after the children left home, the women
still did not consider their job as mother complete if they
still had to give advise or function in some other motherly
capacity.

This extension of the motherhood role was found to

make the transition to postparenthood problematic and
conflictful.
On the other hand , the greater bulk of the studies show
that women respond positively to the departure of the children
from the home (Rubin , 1979 ; Harkins, 1978; Deutscher , 1964 ;
Neugarten & Datan, 1973; Barber, 1981; and Campbell, Converse

& Rodgers, 1976).

Some studies , however, have shown no

differences between male/female levels of personal happiness
or marital satisfaction during postparenthood .

(Axelson ,

1960; a nd Saunders 1974).
Still other findings report that men experience
postparenthood negatively.

A recent study of postparenthood

by Lewis, Freneau and Roberts (1979), used a random sample of
118 f a thers.

The majority of these fathers were found to have

either neutral (35% ) or positive ( 42%) feelings about their
last child leaving home, but nearly one fourth (22%) of the
fathers reported experiencing feelings that ranged from
somewhat unh a ppy to ve ry unh a ppy co nce rning their last child' s
lea v i ng home .

! h is fi nd i ng that 22% of the f a t he rs r e port e d
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feelings of unhappiness is a considerably greater amount than
any other study had reported prior to that time.

For example,

Deutscher (1964) reported that none of the fathers in his
sample reported feelings of unhappiness when the youngest
child left home.
Some other recent studies seem to agree with the findings
of Lewis and his associates .

Rubin (1979) found that males

were more likely to experience crisis during this time than
females and suggests this is because women have closely
experienced the child's process of growing up which serves as
a type of anticipatory socialization for her, while men
traditionally have been less involved in the process of
raising the children and thus may be less prepared for the
departure of the children .

Glenn's (1975) findings suggest

that fathers, on the whole , are more likely to suffer a loss
in psychological well-being as a result of the childrens'
departure .

Lowenthal, Thurner, and Chiriboga (1975) a lso give

some evidence that men have some problems with this transition
as they speak with regret of not having spent more time with
thei r c hildren.
idea .

Barber ' s (1981) findings concur with this

Many men in this study were found to feel that they had

failed to take advantage of the time when the child r en were at
home and were experiencing negat ive feelings at the departure
of their children bec a use of this .
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Alternative activities .

An early study by Sussman

examined changes in the activity patte rns of postparental
couples. After the departure of the children , couples were
found to engage in more joint activities .

~Parents

tended to

postpone major undertakings such as a long vacation,
remodeling or redecorating their home , or acquiring a summer
home, until after the children had gone.

Once the children

had gone, parents were found to have more time and money to do
things together.

Not all parents' activity patterns ; however ,

were found to change when the children left home.

Parents who

lived near their children and maintained harmonious relations
with them were found to have no basic changes in their
activity patterns.

Rose (19 55) found that postparental women

with greater life satisfaction tended to be involved in
voluntary organizations more, went out evenings with their
spouse more often, and engaged in more hobbies than did
postparental women who reported low satisfaction with life .
Deutcher (1959) found that the more non-parental activities
his r espondents engaged in , the more positive ly they evaluated
their expe ri ence of postparenthood.
Employment.

Employment becom es an important variable in

consideration of women' s life satisfaction during
postparenthood.

Rose ( 1955) found that women who reported

greater life satisfaction during postparenthood tended to be
emplo y ed mo r e oftPn than those wom e n who experienced less life
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satisfaction during postparenthood .

Powell (1977) found the

women whose children had left home and were also employed
outside the home scored significantly higher on tests of
mental health than those who were not employed.

Rubin (1979)

found that women who worked reported fewer negative feelings
in response to the departure of their youngest children.
Anticipatory socialization.

Deutscher (1959), was

concerned about the effect anticipato r y socialization had on
parents' experience during the transition to postparenthood .
He suggested that the temporary absence of the children , for
whatever reason, provided parents an opportunity to play roles
that continue after the children leave home .

Deutscher,

however , was unable to test this hypothesis .

Rubin (1979)

found that anticipatory socialization has an important ,
positive impact on the transition to postparenthood .

She

describes anticipatory socialization as a developmental
process which builds each time parents and child are
separaten ; with each depa r tu r e serving as pr eparation for the
eve ntual launching of the child .
put it this way:

"~1othe r

One of Rubin ' s respondents

nature had i t all figured out.

By

the time they ' re ready to go , you ' re ready to see them go "
(Rub in , 1979 , p 32) .

She suggests that i t i s this pr ocess

which makes it pos·sible for parents to experience the
departure of the children from home with a sense of relief.
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The pa rent-child r e l a tionship.

Another v a riable to be

considered which may have an effect on how parents experience
postparenthood is the parent-child relationship.

In Rose's

(1955) study of life satisfaction , a greater percentage of
women ( 48%) who de clared themselves to be very satisfied with
life, had their childre n describe their family relationship as
being very clo se, whil e only 28% of the relatively
dissatisfied women had their children describe their family
relations hip as very close .

This same general relationship

held for the mother- child relationship.
of the father - child relationship .

No mention was made

Rubin ( 1979) found that the

women in her study, who reacted most negatively to the
departure of their ch ildren, were those who were di sappoint ed
with their chil dren and ha d relationships with them which were
uns atisfac tory.
Synt hesis of the Lite£_ature
Folkwisdom, early co mmentarie s , an d a few ea rly s tud ies
have portrayed the transition to postparenthood and subsequent
postparental year as a difficult period of life for parents.
Bu rge ss an d Locke (19 45) suggested that the departure of the
chil dr en from the home cause d an acute crisis in pa rents'
lives.

Spence and Lonner (1971) concluded that the

postparental years we r e ge nerally an unhappy time of life for
women, a nd Blo od and Wol fe ( 1960 ) indicated th at ma ri tal
satisfaction and love decreased gr adually after the children
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left home.
The overall evidence from the studies reviewed , howeve r,
indicates that for most men and women , the postparental period
of the family life cycle is a time of increased personal
well - being and marital satisfaction and lowered personal
stress.

In contrast to the postparental years, parents in the

years just prior to the launching of their youngest child,
have been found to have lower levels of pe r sonal well - being
and marital satisfaction and higher levels of personal stress .
The largest body of evidence supporting this notion has
centered on the effects of a child or children on parents
marital relations.

Burr (1970) , Rollins and Fe l dman (1970) ,

Campbell et al (1976) , Glenn (1975) , Glenn and McLanahan
(1981) all found that as long as children remain in the home ,
they have an average negative effect on parents ' marital
satisfaction and happiness .

Other studies have shown that the

presence of children in the home had a negative effect on
general or psychological well - being (Campbell et al, 1976;
Gle nn , 1975; Campbell , 1976 ; Glenn & McLanahan , 1981 ; and
Glenn & McLanahan , 1982) and personal stress (Campbell et al,
1976) .
Several studies indicate that after the children have
le f t home , parent ' s marital satisfaction ( Ru b i n, 1 979 ;
Deutscher, 1964 ; Campbell et al, 1976 , Glenn , 1975 ; Burr ,
1970; Rol l i ns & Feldman , 1970; Lowenthal et al , 1975; Rollins

& Cannon, 1974) gene r al well - being (Campbell et al , 1976 ;
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Glenn, 1975; Harkins, 1978; Lewis et al, 1979; Glenn
McLanahan , 1981; Glenn

&

& McLanahan, 1982; Neugarten & Datan,

1973) an~ life satisfaction increase (Saunde rs, 1974; Axelson,
1960; and Rose, 1955), whiie personal stress decreases
(Campbell et al , 1976).
The literature regarding the effects of gender on
parents ' reactions to the departure of their children is
inconclusive .

Ba rqu e and Back (1977), and Lurie (1974) found

women to be more negatively affected by the departurre of the
children than were men.

Rubin (1979), Glenn (1975), Lowenthal

et al (1975), Barber (1981) and Lewis et al (1979), however,
found that men are more negatively affected by the departure
of the children than are women, while Axelson (1960) and
Saunders (1974) found no sex differences at all.

The

literature in this area is so mixed in results, that no
conclusion or trends can be suggested .
Several varibles were cited in the literature which seem
to have mediating effects on how the departure of the youngest
child from home affects parents in terms of their general
well-being, marital satisfaction, and personal stress.
Rose (1955) and Deutscher (1959) found a positive
correlation between involvement in non-parental activities and
life satisfaction.

Rose (1955), Powell , (1977) and Rubin

(1979) found that women who were employed after their children
left home had higher life satisfaction and better mental
health than those women who did not work.

Bart (1971) found
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that eighty-two percent of middle aged women who were first
admissions to mental hospitals had over -involv ed or over
protective relationships with their children.

These findings

suggest that involvement in roles and act iv ities beyond the
parental role has a positive effect on general well-being
after the departure of the children from home.
Deutscher (1959) suggested that the temporary absence of
the children from the home had a positive effect on parents
during and after the departure of the children though he was
unable to measure and test this hypothesis.

Rubin (1979),

however, did find that anticipatory socialization had a
positive affect on parents .

These finding suggest that

anticipatory socialization helps make the departure of
children from home a relief rather than a c ri sis .
Findings by Rose (1955) and Rubin (1979) , show that the
quality of the parent-child relationship may affect parents '
reaction to the departure of the children .

Parents who have

close, satisfying relationships with their children and are
pleased with what thei r children a r e doing will tend to react
more positively to their children 's departure.
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~theses

This study will investigate the following hypotheses as
suggested by the literature:
l .

Parents whose children have left home will have

higher mean scores on the measure of General Well-being at
Time 2 than parents who still have children living with
them .
2.

Parents whose child ren have left home will have

higher related mean scores on the measure of Marital
Satisfaction at Time 2 than parents who still have children
living with them.
3.

Parents whose ch ildr en have left home will have

higher related mean scores on the measure of Marital
Companionship at Time 2 than parents who still have children
living with them .
4.

Parents whose children have left home will have

lower related mean scores on the measure of Personal Stress
at Time 2 than parents who still have child re home.

5.

Parents whose children have left home will have

higher co rrelated mean scores on the measure of General
Well-being at Time 2 than they did at Time 1.
6.

Parents whose children have left home will have

higher correlated mean scores on the measure of Harital
Satisfaction at Time 2 than they did at Time 1.
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1.

Parents whose children have left home will have

higher mean scores on the measure of Marital Companionship
at Time 2 than they had at Time 1.
8.

Parents whose children have left home will have

lower mean scores on the measure of Personal Stress at Time
2 than they did at Time 1.
g.

Among empty nest parents, a positive relationship

will be found between the measure of Anticipatory
Socialization for postparenthood at Time 2 and the measures
of General Well-being, Marital Satisfaction and Marital
Companionship at Time 2 and a negative relationship between
Anticipatory Socialization and the measure of Personal
Stress at Time 2.
10.

Among empty nest parents, a positive relationship

will be found between the measure of Alternative Activities
to par e nthood at Time 1 and the measures of General
Well - being, Marital Satisfaction and Marital Companionship
at Time 2, and a negative rel ationship between Alternative
Activities and the measure of Personal Stress at Time 2 .
11.

Among empty nest women, a positive relationship

will be found between the measure of Involvement in
Employment prior to the launching of the youngest child
(Time 1 ) and General Well-being, Marital Satisfaction , and
Marital Companionship at Time 2, a nd a negative relationship
between Involvement in Employment and the measure of
Personal St ress at Time 2 .
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12.

Among empty nest parents , a negative relationship

will be found between the measure of Recent Parenting
Experiences at Ti me 1 and General Well-being , Marital
Satisfaction and Marital Companionship at Time 2, and a
positive relationship between Recent Parenting Experiences
and Personal Stress at Time 2.

13 .

Among empty nest parents, a negat ive relatio nship

will be fou nd between the measure of Parent - child Conflict
at Time 1 and General Well- being , Marital Satisfaction and
r1arital Co:npanionship at Time 2, and a positive relationship
between Parent - child Conflict an d Personal St r ess at Time 2 .

14.

Among empty nest parents , there will be no

difference between mean scores for men or women on the
measure of General Well- being , r1ari tal Satisfaction , Ha r i tal
Companionship , and Personal Stress at Time 2 .
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CHAPTER III
METHODS

Subjects
The subjects for the study a re an availability sample
made up of mothers and/or fathers whose youngest child was
living at home and was a senior at Logan High School, Logan,
Utah or Sky View High Sc hool, Smithfield, Utah in 1981.
After consulting with the superintendents and principals for
each of the schools, the following procedures were used to
identify the sample.

Kenneth H. Cannon and Dr. Brent C.

Miller attended faculty meetings at each school and
explained the nature of this study to the teachers and
solicited their cooperation .

~eachers

who had seniors in

thei r first hour class received instructions (Appe ndix A) to
distribute and return a short self- report form (Appendix B)
requesting information concerning whether or not the student
was a senio r, whether or not the student was the youngest
child in the family, and the name and ad dre ss of the parent
or parents who the student was currently living with .

There

were 131 sets of parents a nd 19 single parents identified
from this process.

This me thod of identification was used

because the authors were denied access to the school records
because of both school district ' s desire to keep the
information i n their records confidential .
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The communities from which the population was
identified are strongly family oriented and predominantly
Mormon in their religious orientation .
particular problems in generalizability .

This poses some
Mormons tend to

have larger families than the general population of the U.S.
As a result of this larger family size factor, parents would
generally be older than the national norm when their
youngest child le aves home.

t1ormon' s may also have

different values associated with their parental roles and
may hold differing atti tudes on the participation of women
in the labor force.

These factors tend to limit the

generalizibility of the study to the Northern Utah area.
Design
This study focuses on ho w parents change over time
during the transition to postparenthood.

A longitudinal

design will allow these changes to be computed directly from
the assessments obtained and thus avoid the making
inferences about changes by compa r ing different gr oups.
There was also no need to rely on the memory of the
respondents , since they we re assessed as the events
occurredrather than after the fact .
The launching of the last child from the home is a
natural event and should not be cont r olled experimentally.
For this reason we chose to study the postparenthood
expe r ience using survey research .

The specific longitudinal
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design to be used is the Non - equivalent Control Group Design
(Campbell & Stanley, 1963) and is diagramed in Table 1.
This design utilizes an experimental group and a
control group which are not randomly assigned, but are
formed according to naturally occuring events.

Those

parents whose youngest child left home between the spring of
1981 and the spring of 1982, made up the experimental group.
Those parents whose last child remained home during this
period of time made up the control group.

Data was

collected from both groups at the two times mentioned .
The Non - equivalent Control Group Design controls for
several threats to internal validity such as history,
maturation, testing, etc. because any effect to the
experimental group caused by these factors would also affect
the control group.

This design, however, may not control

for interaction effects of selection with other variables
or for the effects of regression (Campbell & Stanley 1963) .
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Table l
The Non-equivalent Control Group Design

Launching of the Youngest Child
0

0

Time 1
(Questionnaire l)

X

0

0

Time 2
(Questionnaire 2)
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Data Collection Procedures
The first set of data for this study was collected in
May, 1981.

After the names and addresses of the parents had

been obtained, they were verified by checking the name and
address with that listed in the phone book.

Parents who

were not listed in the phone book were sent the
questionnaire packet without address verification.

The

first questionnaire (Appendix C) and a cover lette r were
then sent to each subject .

The cover letter (Appendix D)

briefly introduced the study, its nature, purpose and
importance, and the procedures for completion of the
questionnaire.

The subjects were informed th a t thei r

participation in the study would be completely voluntary,
that their responses would be kept confidential, and that
they could discontinue their participation in the study at
any time .
In order to increase the response rate , respondents
were

infor~ed

that a

su mm~ry

of the results of the study

would be made available if they desired one , after the study
was completed (see Appendices C and H, page no . 11) .

In

addi tion, a certificate for a free ice cream cone at the
Utah State University Dai r y was included (Appendix E).
Subjects were mailed t h e questio nnaire on May 14th an d
asked to r etu rn the questionnaire by May 27th.

A

pre-addressed, postage paid envelope was also included for
the return of the questionnaire to the a uthors .

One week
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after the questionnaire was due to be returned, a reminder
postcard was mailed to all subjects (Appe ndix F).

Telephone

calls were made during the months of June and July, 1981, to
respondents who had not returned their questionnaire.
Theseefforts resulted in a return of eighty-nine
questionnaires at the return rate of 31 .7%

Fifty-two of the

respondents were female (58 .4%) and thirty - seven were male
( 41 . 6%).
The second set of data was collected in April, 1982
from the respondents to the first que stionnaire .

The same

procedures used in the first mailing of questionnaires was
repeated.

A revised cove r letter (Appendi x G) , a long with

the second questionnai re (Appendix H) , and a pre - addressed ,
postage paid return envelope was sent April l, 1982.

The

subjects were instructed to return the questionnaire by
Ap ril 20th .

One week afte r the questionnaire was to be

completed and returned, a reminder postcard was sent to all
subject (Appendix I).

Follow up telephone calls were made

in May to those subjects who had not returned their
questionnaires.

In several cases, the questionnaire had

been lost , so another questionn aire packet was sent to these
sub jects .

These procedures resulted in 87.6% (78 of 89) of

the sutrjects completing and returning the second
quest ionnai r e .
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A summary of the characteristics of the s ubjects who
respo nded to the second

questionn~ire

show that fifty of the

respondents were female (64.1%) and twenty-eight were male

(35-9%).

Twenty-two husband and wife pairs and thirty-four

individuals, whose spouse did not respond or who was from a
single parent household, responded.

The subjects tended to

be well educated with an average educational at tainment of
15 years.

Their average age was 52 years and eighty-seven

percent were Mormons.

Their average income was between

$25,000 and $29,000 per year (Tables 2-5).
Ethical Considerations
The longitudinal nature of the study required that the
responses of the same subjects followed over time.

Because

of this, we could not ensure the subjects anonimity.

We

can, and will ensure the confidentiality of their responses.
When the data was coded , each respondent was given an
identification number.
co d ed data.

Names were kept separate from the

To further insure the confidentiality of the

subjects, no respondent were identified by name in any
public document; and

gro~p

rather than individual scores

were r eported .
Measures Used
The dependent variables for the study were personal
stress , general well-be i ng, marital satisfaction, a nd
marital co mpa nionsh ip .

These were assessed by previously
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Table
Age of Respondents in Percentages

Age

Frequency

Percent

40-45
46-50
51-55
56-60
61-65
66-70

11

15
26
17

14.5
20. 1
34 . 6
22 .6
6.6
1.3

Total

75

Note .

x

5
1

=

52 . 49 years .

100%
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Table 3
Education of Respondents in Percentages

Educational Level
Less than High School
Some High School
High School Graduate
Some College
College Graduate
Post-graduate work
Total

Note.

Frequency

Percent

2

2.6
0.0

0
25

:>2.5

15

19 .5

8

10.4

27

35.1

78

x = 15.13 years

100%
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Table 4
Income of Respondents in Percentages

Income Level
0.

None

1. $ 1

2.
3.
40
50
6.
7.
8.

- 4' 999
$ 5,000- 9,999
$10,000-14,999
$15,000-19,999
$20 ,000-24,999
$25,000-29,999
$30,000-34,999
$35,000 plus

Percent

0
0
0
5
5
16
8
8
20

0.0
0.0
0.0
8.1
8.1
25.8
12.9
12.9
32 . 3

62

Total
Note.

Frequency

X =

6.11 ($25,000-29,999)

100%
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Table S
Religious Preference of Respondents in Percentages

Religion

Frequency

Percent

Catholic
Protestant
Monnon
No preference

2
7
68
1

2. 6
9.0
87.2
1.3

Total

78

100%
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developed measures that have established reli abil ity and
validity (Appe ndix I).
Parent's sense of general well-being wer e measured by
the General Well-Being Schedule (G WB).

The GWB is a

self-r eport instrument designed to measure subjective
well-being and personal distress.

The schedule is scored in

a positive direction i n that a high score reflects a
self- representation of well-being.

All items will be summed

to obtain a total scale score which will be used in the data
analysis.
Personal stress was measured by a self- report scale
developed by Campbell , Converse, and Rodgers (1976) for
their national quality of life studies.

This scale consists

of two semantic differential3 scale items where the
respondents are asked to describe their "present life" in
terms of bipolar adjectives.

These t wo items are "easy" vs .

"h a rd" and "fr ee " vs. "tied-down" (Campbell et al 1976) .
These items , in combination with five questions co ncern ing
the person ' s sense of being rushed, their worries about
money , a nd their worries in general , compr ise the measure of
personal stress .

These seven items a re scored in a positive

direction so that a high score reflects a
self-r epresentation of high personal stress .

~h e

items will

be summed to obtain a total scale score which will be used
in the data analysi s .
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The measures of marital companionship and satisfaction
were const ructed by Miller (1976) for his developmental
investigation of marital satisfact ion.

Marital satisfaction

was measured by a seven item self report scale (MARTLSAT)
which inqu i res into specific aspects of the marriage
relationship.

The seven items have five response options

that were scored in a positive direction so that a high
score indicated satisfaction with the marital rel ationship .
The items were summed to obtain a total marital satisfaction
score which will be used in the data analysis .
Marital companionship was measured by a nine item
self-report scale (COMPNSHP) whi ch measured the frequencies
of companionate activities during the past month.

The nine

items of this scale have six response options and were
scored in a positive direction so that a high score reflects
a high frequency of companionship activities .
In addition to the standard demographic data that were
be collected, other variables wer e measured which wer e
hypothesized to be related to the direction and degree of
change i n the personal and marital dependent variables.
Anticipatory socialization for postparenthood was
assessed by determining the frequency and duration of visits
away from home which the youngest child had made.

Two ite ms

assessed how frequently the child had been away from home
and the duration of the longest period of time the child has
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been away.

These items were scored so that a high score

reflects a high amount of child absence from the home, and
were then summed to form the index of anticipatory
socialization .
The number of non-parental activities the parents a re
involved in was assessed by having parents mark the type of
activities that they were involved in from a list of 20
possible non-parental activitfes.

The number of different

activities engaged in were summed to form an index of
involvement in non-parental activities.
A specific non-parental activity that was measu r ed is
participation in the work force.

One item assesd how many

hours the respondents worked each week.

This is a four

response option item which was scored so that a high score
reflected high involvement in work.
The difficulty of recent parenting experiences was
assessed by using a ten question semantic differential scale
created by Dr. Brent

c.

Miller and Kenneth H. Cannon . The

initial adm inistration and analysis of this scale was
ca rried out in this study.

The ten items were scored so

that a high score reflects a self -r epresentation of
difficult parenting expe ri ences .

The items were summed to

obtain a total score which was used in the data analysis.
The frequency of parent - child conflict was assessed by
a single item .

P~rents

a re asked ho w frequently they
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disagreed with their youngest child during the past year.
The item has five response options and was scored so that a
high score indicated a high degree of parent-child conflict.
Data Transformation and Analyses Plan
Data from the questionnaires were coded on computer
she e ts, punched onto cards, and then transformed to a
computer storage file for convenient analysis.
Hypotheses l - 4 will be tested using t - tests for
independent samples.

This statistic provides the capability

for testing whether or not the difference between two
independent sample means is significant (Nie, Hull, Jenkins,
Steinbrenner, & Brent, 1975).

Mean scores of parents whose

children have left home will be compared with the mean
scores of parents whose children are still at home on the
measures of general we ll-being, marital satisfaction,
marital companionship and personal stress at Time 2.
Hypotheses 5 - 8 will be tested using correlated
t - tests .

This statistic provides the capability for

testing whether or not the difference between two paired
sample means is significant (Nie et al, 1975).

It is used

when the same subjects are assessed before and after
treatment, in this case, the "treatment" being the launching
of the youngest child from home .

Among the subsample of

parents whose children have left home, correlated t - tests
wi l l be used to an a lyze differ e nc es between mean scores a t
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Time 1 and mean scores at Time 2 on measures of general
well-being, marital satisfaction, marital companionship and
general stress.
Hypotheses 9 - 13 will be tested using the Pearson
product - moment correlation coefficient .

This statistic

provides the capability for determining the degree of
relationship between two sets of scores (Hinkle , Wiersma &
Jurs, 1979).

The four dependent variables; general

well-being, marital satisfaction , marital companionship , and
personal stress will be correlated with empty nest parents'
scores on anticipatory socializat ion at Time 1, alternative
activities at Time 1, child conflict at Time 1 , and the
measure of women's involvement in employment .
Hypothesis 15 will be tested using a t - test for
independent samples.

Empty nest fathers' mean scores will

be compared with empty nest mothers' mean scores on measures
of general well - being, marital satisfaction, marital
companionship , and personal st r ess .
The use of parametric statistics in testing the
hypo theses of this thesis raise questions about the
violation of inte rv al data assumptions .

The data ge nerated

through the measures used , while being theoretically
continuous in natur e , are actually measured on an ordinal
basis.

The caution agai nst violating the interval data

assumption is that serious measur ement imprecision would
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result when continuous concepts are measured on scales that
make the concepts into relatively few categories (Bollen &
Barb , 1981).
Studies by Labovitz (1970), Bollen and Barb (1981) and
Bohrnstedt and Borgatta (1981) have shown that ordinal
variabes can be treated as if they conform to interval
scales and that violating interval data assumption makes
little practical differences in statistical results.

This

is not to say, however, that interval measurements should
not be used where possible.
Some distinct advantages are provided when ordinal
variables are treated as if they are internal .

First, it

allows for the use of more powerful, sensitive , and better
developed and interpretable statistics.

Second, more

knowledge about the characteristics of the data is
ret ainable , and finally , more versatile statistical
manipul a tion is facilitated by using partial and multiple
correlation and regression , analysis of variance and
co-variance, and mcst pictorial presentati.ons (Labovitz,
1970).

Because of these distinct advantages and the finding

that the violation of internal data a ssumption made little
practical difference in results, o rdin al variables were
treated as if they were interval in nature for the testing
of the hypotheses of this study.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
The First Hypothesis predicted that parents whose
children had left home would have higher mean sco res on the
measures of General vl e ll - being at Time 2 than did parents
whose children were still at home.

A t-test found no

significant difference in General Well-being between these
tw o groups as shown in Table 6 .
Hypotheses Two and Three predicted that empty nest
parents would have higher mean scores on the measures of
Marital Satisfac tion and Marital Companionship than did those
parents who still had child ren at home .

These two hypotheses

were not supported by the t - tests and no significant
differences on Marital Satisfaction and Marital Companionship
were found between these two groups of parents (Table 6) .
Hypothesis Four predicted that empty nest parents would
have lower mean scores on the measure of Personal Stress than
did parents with children still at home .

Data from the

t - test did not support this hypothesis as shown in

~able

6.

Hypothesis Five predicted that empty nest parents would
report higher mean scores on the measure of General
Well - beingat Time 2 than they did at Time 1 .

Correlated

t-tests showed no significant differences in General
Well-being between Time l and Time 2 for empty nest parents
(Table 7) .
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Table 6
tl.ean Comparisons between Empty Nest and Child-present
on Personal 1'/ell- being and

Group

x

~1ari tal

.!2.

0

arents

Relations at Time 2

t

E.

General Well-being-Time
Emrty /lest
Child-Present

121.82
115 . 00

17
47

Empty /lest
Child-Present

27.77

22

25.84
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Empty l\est
01ild- Present

37.04
34.28

Empty Nest
Child-Present

12.18
12.77

-1.45

.151

t-larital Satisfaction-Time 2

-1.29

. 202

Marital Companionship -Time 2

23
43

-1.47

.146

Personal Stress- Time

22
52

0. 64

.522
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Hypotheses Six and Seven predicted that empty nest
parents would have higher mean scores on the measures of
Marital Satisfaction and Marital Companionship than they had
when their youngest child was at home.

Analysis using

correlated t-tests did not support these hypotheses (Table

7).
The Eighth Hypothesis predicted that empty nest par ents
would have lower mean scores at Time l on the measure of
Pe r sonal Stress than they did at Time 2.

A correlated t-test

revealed no significant differences on Personal Stress
between Time land Time 2 for this group (Table? ) .
Hypothesis Nine predicted that among empty nest parents
a positive relationship would be found between the measure of
Anticipatory Socialization and the measures of General
Well-being, Marital Satisfaction and Marital Companionship,
and a negative relationship between Anticipatory
Socialization and the measure of Personal Stress.

Pearson

correlations showed no r elatio nship between Anticipatory
Socialization and the dependent variables (Table 8) .
Hypothesis Ten predicted that among empty nest parents,
a pos itive relationship would be found between the measure of
Involvement in Alternative -Activities and the measures of
General Well-being, Marital Satisfaction and Marital
Companionship , and a negative r ela tionship

bet w ee~
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Table 7
1·1ean Comparisons of Fmpty nest Fa rents' Personal
Well- being and

~lari tal

Relations Scores at Time l and Time

x

Time

General
Time l
Time 2

123.21
121.71

Time l
Time 2

27.41
27.77

Time
Time

37.48
37.04

Time l
Time 2

ll. 67
ll. 94

ta

~

14

~·/ell-being

0. 48

.639

Marital Satisfaction

22

-0 . 46

.650

l·larital Companionship

23

0. 34

. 736

Personal Stress

~ote.

3

Paired or correlated t-t ests.

18

-0.46

. 643
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Table 8
Pearson Correlations between Anticipatory Socialization
and Personal Nell-being and
of Empty

Measurement a

~/est

~1ari tal

Relat ions Scores

Parents at Time 2

n

!.

£

Anticipatory Socialization
General Well-being
Marital Satisfaction
Marital Companionship
Personal Stress

Note.

16
20
20
2l

aAll measurement s taken at Time 2.

.06
.1 3
. 01
-. 08

.4 09
.284
.484
.369
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Involvement in Alternative Activities and the measure of
Personal Stress .

Data analysis using a Pearson correlation

showed no relationship between Involvement in Alternative
Activities and the dependent variables (Table g) .
Hypothesis Eleven predicted that among empty nest women,
a positive relationship would be found between working prior
to the launching of the youngest child and the measure of
General Well-being, Marital Satisfaction and Marital
Companionship , and a negative relationship between working
and the measure of Personal Stress.

No relationship was

found to support this hypothesis as shown in Table 10.
Hypothesis Twelve predicted that among empty nest
parents, a negative relationship would be found between the
measure of Parenting Difficulties at Time 1 and the measure
of General Well-being, Ma rital Satisfaction and Marital
Companions hip at Time 2 , and a positive relationship between
Parenting Difficulties and Personal Stress at Time 2.

The

predicted negative relationship between Parenting
Difficulties and the measure of Marital Satisfaction and
Marital Companionship was substantiated by the Pearson
correlation.

Pearson correlations did not, however, show a

relationship between Parenting Difficulties and the measures
of General Well-being and Personal St ress ( Table 11).
Hypothesis Thirteen predicted that among empty nest
parents , a negative relationship would be found between
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Table 9
Pearson Correlations between Alternative Activities and
Personal Well-being and Marital Relations Scores of Fmpty Nes t
Parents at Time 2

~1eas urementa

Alternative Activities-Time 1
General Well-being
Marital Satisfaction
Marital Companionship
Personal Stress

17
22
23
22

-.13

• 307

-. 01

.484

.21
-.09

.167
. 336

Alternative Activities-Time 2
General Well-being
Satisfaction
~mrita l Companionship
Personal Stress
~mrital

Note .

17
22
23
22

aAll measurements taken at Time 2.

.222

-.19
. 09
.17

. 345

-. 06

.4 04

. 222
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Table 10
Pearson Correlations between Involvement in Employment at Time 1
and Personal \Vell-being and

~larital

Relations scores of Empty Nest

Women at Time 2

Jlleasurementa

!:!_

I_

£

Involvement in Employment-Time 1
General We 11-being
Marital Satisfaction
Marital Companionship
Personal Stress

Note.

9

13
14
14

aAll measurements taken at Time 2.

- . 16
-.17

.17
. 07

.285
.275
.411
.125
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Table 11
Pearson Correlations bet1-1een Parenting Difficulties (Time 1)
and Personal \1/ell-being and

~iarital

Relations at !ime 2

for Empty Nest Parents

Measurement a
Parenting Experiences-Time
General Nell-being
Marital Satisfaction
~~rital Companionship
Personal Stress

No te.

16
20
21
20

aAll measurements taken at Time 2.

-0 .1 3
-0.49
-0.44
0.12

.317

.012
.022
.310
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measures of

Parent-c~ild

Conflict at Time l and General

Well -b eing, Marital Satisfaction and Marital Comp a n ionship at
Time 2, and a positive relationship between Parent - child
Conflict and Personal Stress at Time 2.

The data analysis

using Pearson correlations did not support this hypothesis as
shown in Table 12.
Hypothesis Fourteen predicted that there would be no
difference bet ween empty nest men and women's mean sco re s on
the measure of General Well -b eing , Marital Satisfaction,
Ma rital Companionship and Personal Stress .

This hypothesis

was confirmed by the t-test which sho••ed no signif ic ant
differences between men and women on the dependent variables
(Table 13).
Additional Analyses
The finding that empty nest parents' Marital
Sa tisfact ion a nd Hari tal Comp a nionship at Time 2 was
negatively related to Pa r enti ng Diffi cul ties, prompted
further analysis on this variable and the variable of
Parent-child Conflict .

It seems logical that parenting

expe ri e nc es might be an important factor in a persons
pe r so nal well -b eing and mari tal relations.
Pear son cor r ela tions wer e run for both empty nest and
child present grou ps bet we en Parenting Difficulties at Time l
and Time 2 and the four dependent variables at Time 1 and
Time 2 .
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Table 12
Pearson Correlations between Empty Nest Parent s ' Scores of
Parent-child Conflict (Time l) and Personal Well-being and
~nrita l

Relations at Time 2

~leasurementa

Parent-child
General Well-being
Satisfaction
~larita1 Companionship
Personal Stress
~lari tal

Note.

17
22
23
22

aA11 measurements taken at Time 2.

Con~lict-Time

-. 24
-.29
-. 05
.1 3

l

.179
.093
. 416
. 28

6L

Table 13
Hean Comparisons between Empt y Nest Men and \Vomen on Personal
We ll-being and Marital Relations

Group

t

General Well-being-Time
~lales

Females

122.83
122.89

8
9

-0.28

.786

1·1artial Satisfaction-Time
~1ales

Females

27.78
27 . 77

9
13

0.00

.997

Marital Companionship-Tune
Males
Females

3S. 67
36.00

~ta l es

13.25
11.57

9

14

-1.04

. 312

Personal Stress-Time 2
Females

8

-1. OS

. 305
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Among emp ty nest parents, Parenting Difficulties was
f ound to b e nega tively r ela ted to General Wel l-being at Time
l when children we re still pr ese nt, but was not r elat ed to
General Well - being 8t Time 2 wh e n child r e n had left home
(Table 14).

This changes i n re latio nshi p sugge sts a

possible effect of the launchi ng of the youngest c hild.

No

sig nif icant relationship was found between Par e nt ing
Diffi cul ties at Time 2 and General Well -b eing at Ti me 2 for
empty nest parents (Table 14) .
For ch ild-pr esent parents , Parenting Difficulties at
Ti me l we re s ignif icantly r elated to General Well-bei ng at
Time 1, but not at Time 2 .

Pa renting Difficultie s a t Time 2,

however , were r elated to Ge ne ral We ll-being at Time 2 (Table
14) , sugges ting a continued negative r e lat i onship between
Pare ntin g Difficulties a nd General Well-being in families
where children remained in the home.
The overall pattern which was found between Parenting
Difficulties and General Well -being shows that Parenting
.Di fficulti es are ne gatively related to General Well-b eing
when childr e n live at home .

This negative rel atio nship

between Parenting Diffi culti es and Gene ral Well-b eing
disappears at Time 2 for empty nest parents and r ema ins for
child-present parents.
Thi s overall change in relationship with the launching
of the youngest ch ild was not found for the other thre e
dependen t va riables.

Parenting Difficulties at Time l a nd

Table 14
Pearson Correlations between rarenting Difficulties at Time 1
and Time 2 and Perso:1al l"ell-being and 11arital Relations at Time 1
and Time 2 for Empty Nest and Child-present Parents

~leasurement-

Group

!:!.

Time

Measurement-Time 2

!:!.

~

:!:_

:!:_

E.

General Well- being
Empty Nest
Parenting Difficulties-Tl
Parenting Difficulties-T2
Child-present
Parenting Difficulties-Tl
Parenting Di£ficulties -T2

18
18

-.59

49
44

-. 43

.005

. 001

~larital

Child-present
Parenting Difficulties-Tl
Parenting Difficulties-T2
Non -Empty Nest
Parenting Difficulties-Tl
Parenting Difficulties-T2

16
16

- .1 5

.317
. 086

44
46

-.14
-. 46

.186
. 001

-.1 3

Satisfaction

21
22

-.39

.04

20
21

-.49
-.69

.317
.000

51
65

-.09

. 253

42
43

-. 26
-.51

. 048
.000

fvl.arital Companionship
Child-present
Parenting Difficulties-Tl 21
Parenting Difficulties-T2 22
Non-Empty
Parenting Difficulties- Tl 50
Parenting Difficulties-T2 44

-.29

.105

21
22

-.44
- . 32

. 022
.073

. 01

.468

41
41

-.14
-.33

.465
.018

Personal
Child-present
Parenting Difficulties-Tl 19
Parenting Difficulties-T2 18
Non-Empty Nest
Parenting Difficulties -Tl 54
Parenting Difficulties-T2 47

Str~ss

.11

. 32

20
21

.12
. 53

.31
. 007

.29

.049

48
49

.16
. 26

.144
. 003
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Time 2 were found to be negatively related to empty nest
parents' Marital Satisfaction at both Time l and Time 2.

For

child -present parents, Parenting Difficulties at Time l was
nega tively r el a ted to Marital Satisfaction at Time 2, but not
at Time l (Table 14).

The measure of Parenting Difficulties

at Time 2 was found to b e significantly related to Marital
Sa tisfaction at Time 2 (Table 14) .

These findings suggest

that Parenting Difficulties had an impact on Marital
Sat isfact ion re ga rdless of the presence of children in the
horne.
Pearson correlations on the variable of Marital
Companionship showed no consistent pattern.

Parenting

Difficulties at Time 1 for empty nest parents were not
related to l1 a r i tal Compa nionship at Time 1, but were
negatively related at Time 2.

Parenting Difficulties at Time

2, however, were not related to Marital Companionship at Time
2 (Table 14).

Among child -p resent parents, Parenting

Difficulties at Time l a nd Time 2 were not found to be
' elated to Marital Companionship at Time 1 or Time 2 (Table
14).
The final variabl e for which Parenting Difficulties
correlations were run was Personal Stress.

For both empty

nest and child-present parents, Parenting Difficulties at
Time l were not found to be related to Personal Stress at
Time 1 or Time 2 (Table 14) .

Parenting Difficulties at Time

2 for bo th groups of parents, however, were related to
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Table l5
Pearson Correlations between Parent-child Conflict at Time 1
and Time 2 and Personal Well-being and Marital Relations at
Time 1 and ime 2 for Empty Nest and Child-present Parents

Measurement-Time 1

~~asurement-Time

Group
Marital Satisfaction
Empty Nest
Parent-Child
Parent-Child
Chi ld-present
Parent-Child
Parent-Child

Conflict-Tl
Conflict-TZ

23
22

-.36
-. 34

. 047
. 064

22
21

-.29
-.20

.093
.193

Conflict-Tl
Conflict-T2

55
48

-. 02
-. 07

.449
.328

45
45

-. 07
- . 07

.336
.134

Parenting Experiences
Empty Nest
Parent-Child
Parent- Child
Child-present
Parent-Child
Parent- Child

Conflict-Tl
Confl ic t-T2

21
20

. 26
. 07

.1 26
.380

22
21

. 07
.20

. 377
.195

Conflict -Tl
Conflict-T2

60
50

.45
.24

.000
. 043

52
52

.41
.42

.001
.001

2
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Personal Stress (Table 14).
Parallel analyses were done between Parent-child
Conflict a nd the dependent variables, but only one
significant r elationship was found.

Pa rent - child Conflict

for empty nest parents was significantly related to Mari tal
Satisfaction at Time 1 but not at Time 2 (Table 15).
Finally, Pearson correlations were run for both groups
of parents between Parent - child Conflict and Parenting
Difficulties.

A significant relationship was found between

Parent-child Co nflict at Time 1 and Time 2 and Parenting
Difficulti es at Time 1 and Time 2 for child-present parents
while no significant relationships were found for empty nest
parents as shown in Table 15.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
In this chapter, the results of the analyses on the
hypothesized relationships will be discussed followed by a
section discussing the findings of the additional analyses
that were done .
Comparisons of Empty Nest
and Child - present Parents
\Hypotheses 1:_- _±) - - Hypotheses One through Four were examined for
differences between empty nest and child-present parents '
scores on General Well-being , Marital Satisfaction, Marital
Companionship , and Personal Stress .

No significant

differences were found for these comparison groups.

This

lack of statistically significant differences at first
suggests that these findings are not consis tent with the
majority of studies which show that the launching of the
youngest child from home tends to increase parents' fee lings
of personal well-being and marital relations, nor a r e they
consistent with the few studies which have found
postparenthood to have a negative impact on parents'
personal well - being and marital relations .

Closer

examinatio n of the data sho ws that while they were not
statistically significant , all four comparisons were in the
hypothesized direction.
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There are several possible reasons as to why these
results were not signifi cant, yet were in the hypothesized
direction .

First , the sample size may not have been of

sufficient size to have allowed for statistically
significant results.

The differences between empty nest and

child - pr ese nt parents may have been small because of the
relatively short period of time the one group of par e nts had
been without their youngest and the correspondingly short
period of time child -pr ese nt parents had had _their youngest
still at home.

Comparisons of parents which have been child

f r ee for a longer period of time than those in this study
with parents who have had their youngest child at home for a
longer period of time may produce larger and statistically
significant results than the findings of this study .
Also consistent with the small effects found in this
study is the life events literature .

Overall, life events

tend to show consistent, but very small effects, as was
found in this study.

The launching of the youngest child is

seldom mentio ned in life events literature as an impactful
event and when it is, it is usually far down the list.
A final possible explanation for the weak relationships
found in this study comes from r ole theory which suggests
that the loss of roles is less stressful than the gaining of
roles.
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Changes for ~ Nest
Parents THJpotheses 2-Q)
Hypotheses Five through Eight were examined to
dete rm ine if changes occured in parents' scores on General
Well -be ing , Marital Satisfaction, Marital Companionship , or
Personal Stress after their younget child had left home.
Again , no significant relationships were found and these
hypotheses were not supported.

These findings, however,

were not all in the predicted direction as were the findings
of the first four hypotheses .

These comparisons were made

using an even smaller group of respondents, which could
account for the lack of significant findings in the
predicted direction .
Also, the launching of the youngest child may not be
the same experience for each parent.

The experience may be

positive for some and negative for others because of the
mediating or buffer variables such as a nticipatory
socializ ation , participation in employment for women,
par ticipation in alternative roles a nd acti vities, etc.

The

net result may be a lack of results due to a cancellation of
these two relationships.
The lack of support for the hypotheses thus far
discussed may also be due to the low response rate obtai n ed
on the questionnaire, thus creating an unrep r esentative
sample of parents.

This lack of statistically significant

findings, however, is si milar to findings by Lewis , Freneau
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and Roberts ( 1979) and Saunders (1974).

Lewis and his

associates found that 35 percent of the subjects of this
study (fathers only) had neutral feelings concerning the
departure of their youngest child from home.

Saunders

(197 4) reported that the majority (93%) of his subjects said
that their s a tisfaction with life was only somewhat better,
and no marked increase in life satisfaction was found.

It

is possible that the results of this study are accurate and
that there are no reliable differences between groups or
over time.
Before coming to this conclusion , however, some further
analysis appear to be warranted to rule out alternative
explanations.

It might be, for example, that the most

appropriate analysis strategy would differ from the present
study in two ways .

First, the key dependent measures could

be measures of change in personal well-being and marital
relations .

In other words, the dependent variables for all

subjects could be post test (Time 2) scores adjusted for
Time 1 scores.

Secondly, the independent variables could be

related to these change scores in personal well - being and
marital relations in a multivariate analysis so that their
combined effects could be estimated .

The effects of child

presence or absence probably depend on the combination or
mix of other life circumstances at this time of life .
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Anticipatory Socialization
(Hypothesis 2
No significant relationship was found between empty
nest parents' scores on Anticipatory Sociali zation a nd their
scores on the dependent variables.

This may be due in part

to definitional and/or measurement problems on this
variable.

The concept of Anticipatory Socialization used in

this study comes from studies by Deutscher (1959) and Rubin
(1979) who suggested that previoustemporary absences of the
children from the home for
Socializatio n for parents.

~ ~eason,

acts as Anticipatory

It might be, however, that only

certain types of absences from home have an effect on
Anticipatory Socialization .

Parental absence from the home

and from the children to engage in non - parental activities
may have a greater influence on the degree of Anticipatory
Socialization than does the absence of the youngest child
from the home.
Another aspect of Anticipatory Socialization that needs
to be examined are the possible socializing effects of
earlier launchings on parents' personal well - being and
marital relations. There is some evidence which suggests
that these prior launchings may indeed have a mediating
effect.

Lewis et al (1979) found that the fewe r the number

of children (hence the fewer the number of anticipatory
launchings) the more negatively fathers perceived the
launching of their youngest child .
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Future studies need to carefully examine the concept of
anticipatory socialization for these and other variables and
then specific measures need to be developed and refined.
Alternative Activities

\!IYPOfheSIS

l0

No significant relationship was found for Hypothesis
Ten which predicted that high involvement in Alternative
Acti vities would be r elated to positive feelings of General
Well-being, Marital Satisfaction and Marital Companionship,
and lowered Personal Stress.

This finding is not congruent

with studies by Sussman (1955) and Rose (19 55 ) who both
found a positive relationship between involvement in
activities and personal well-being.
The analysis used to test this hypothesis may not have
been the most appropriate one possible .

A procedure which

examined the relationship of Alternative Activities and the
dependent variales at Time 2 while partialing out the
dependent variables at Time 1 may have been more appropriate
to this study.
Alternative Wor~ Experience
for Empty Nest 'i~
\Hypothesis ll)
No significant relationships were found between empty
nest women's involvement in employment and the dependent
measures.

These findings suggest that involvement in

employment may not fill the " void" left by the youngest
child and even more strongly suggests that there may not be

a "void" in women's lives a t this time of life a t a ll.
Re~e arch

needs to be done comparing women of this general

age group who work with those who do not work on the
dependent variables, and then comparisons made on subsets of
empty nest and child - present wom en who either do or do not
work.

Unfortunately the sample for this study was too small

to allow for such an analyses .
Pa renting Difficulties
(Hypothesis 12)
Hypothesis '!'welve found a significant negative
relationship between Parenting Difficulties at Time l and
Marital Satisfaction and Marital Companionship at Time 2 for
empty nest parents.

Parents who had difficult parenting

experiences also tended to have low Marital Satisfaction and
Companionship scores .

These findings were not in the

expected direction bec ause it has been hypothesized that
high parenting difficulties would make child ren s ' leaving
home something of a relief .

The analys is did not re ally

test this ide a , however, because change sco r es were not
used .

No significant rel a tionship was found for General

Well - being and Personal St r ess.

The implications of these

findings will be discussed in detail in the Additional
Analysis section of this chapter .
Parent-c hild Conflict
THJil(ithesTSl3 )
No significant relationship was fo und on Hypot hesis
Thirteen which predicted that for empty nest parents,

Parent-child Conflict would be positively r elated to General
Well - being, Marital Satisfaction and Marital Companionship ,
and negatively related to Personal Stress .

It is possible

that Parent-child Conflict resulted in two different
reactions by parents to the departur e of their youngest
child which cancelled out a ny significant effects .
Some parents may have been relieved to have their
youngest child leave home since this may have ended the
conflictful relationship.

On the other hand , some research

suggests that conflictful and unsatisfactory parent - child
relationships are unsolved by the launching of the youngest
child and leaves the parents with a f ee ling of failure
(Rubin , 1979) .

Also, the hypothesis implies changes in the

personal and marital dependent measures and these were not
used in the analysis .
More sensitive measures of the parent-child
relationship needs to be used in order t o distinguish
between these two possible reactions .

This distinction will

allow a much clearer pictu r e to be developed of the effect
of Parent-child Conflict on parents' perso nal well-being a nd
ma ri tal relations at this time of life.
Sex Differences
\Hyp2_thesis 14)
Hypothesis Fourteen, wh ic h predicted no sex differences
for empty nest parents on the dependent variable, was
suppo r ted .

This finding is co nsist e nt with Axelson's (1960)
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and Saunder's ( 1974) findings of no sex differences for
empty nest parents on the measures of personal happiness or
marital satisfaction .
An examination of the effect of specific mediating
variables need to be made rather than looking at sex
differences by themselves .

For example, it is quite

possible that there would be differe nc es due to women being
either involved or not involved in work at this period of
their lives when compared to men who are almost always
involved in work at this time of th e ir lives.
Additional Analyses
The most interesting substantive findings of this study
came from the additional statistical analyses which were
ca rried out on the data afte r the stated hypotheses were
tested .
Parenting difficulties .

For empty nest parent s ,

difficult par enting experiences at Time 1 were significantly
related to General Well-being at Time l, but were not
related to General 11fell-being at Time 2.

This finding

suggests that the presence of children in the home tends to
have a negative impact on General lvell-b eing when Parenting
Difficulties are high.

Further light is shed on this

inte rpr etation by examining the relationship be tween General
1iell- being an d Parenting Diffic ulties for child-present

1

parents.

Par enting Difficulties at Time 2 was
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signif i can tly re lated to General Well-being at Time 1 and
Time 2 .

This finding suggests that the presence of children

in the home fo r child -pr ese nt parents at Time 2 continues
the negative r elationship between Parenting Difficulties and
General Well -being.

When the children leave home , the

negative relationship between Parenting Difficulties and
General Well -being no longer exists .

This finding is

consistent with studies by Glenn and McLanahan (1981 and
1982).

These investigators concluded that the presence of

children in the home had little positive influence on
parents' personal well-being and marital relations.

It is

also consistent with the great majority of the studies which
suggest that the absence of children from the home brings
a bout increased personal well-being and marital relations .
Difficu~t

parenting experiences were found to be

negativ ely related to Marital Satisfaction regardless of
whether or not the children left home.

Difficult parenting

experiences seem to have a pervasive effect on parents'
marital satisfaction.

While a pattern consistent with the

hypotheses were found between Parenting Difficulties and
General Well-being, the correlations between Parenting
Difficulties and Marital Satisfaction differ from the
studies which have found that marital satisfaction increases
when the youngest child is launched and also differs from
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those studies which suggest that marital satisfaction
decreases when the children leave home.

Further

investigation on the relationship between the quality of
parenting experiences and marital satisfaction needs to be
done to see why this relationship remains unchanged with the
departure of the youngest child from home.
No clear or consistent patterns were found among the
relationships between Parenting Difficulties and Marital
Companionship and Personal Stress.
Parent-child conflict .

Parent-child Conflict at Time 1

------ ----- --------

was significantly related to empty nest parents' Marital
Satisfaction at Time 1, but was not related to Marital
Satisfaction at Time 2.

This relationship suggests that

conflictful parent -c hild relationships have a negative
impact on Marital Satisfaction while the youngest child is
home, but when the youngest child has left home, Marital
Satisfaction is no longer negatively influenced by this
conf l ictful relationship.

This is consistent with Rubin's

(1979) finding that the women in her study who reacted most
negatively to the

departur~

of their youngest child were

those who had unsatisfactory or disappointi ng relationships
with th em .

This single findi ng offers only weak support for

the hypothesized r elationship since the other correlations
between Parent - child Conflict and the other dependent
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variables sho wed no meaningful patterns .
The measure of Parent-child Co nfli ct also presents a
reliability problem since it is a si ng l e ite m rather th an a
scale with established reliabil ity.

This problem might ,

along with the other factors men tio ned in this chapter, be
one possible e xp lanation as to why the hypothesized
relationships were no t found.
The pr esence of a relationship between Parent-child
Conflict at Time l and Time 2 a nd recent Parenting
Expe r iences at Time l and Time 2 for child -pr esent parents,
and the lack of a rel atio nsh ip on the same vari ables fo r
empty nest parents , s u ggest that Parent-child Confli ct is an
iss ue whi ch has a negative im pac t on the quality of
parenting experie nces while the youngest chi ld is home,
while no rel a tionship exi sts when parents anticipate th at
the child will be leaving wit hin the next year or when the
child is act ually gone.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The present study was undertaken to determine what, if
any , changes in parents ' personal well-being and marital
r e lations occured when their youngest child left home .

To

a ccomplish this, a longitudinal resear c h design was used.
Eighty- nine parents responded to mail - out questionnaires at
Time 1 and about one year la t er , seventy- eight parents
r esponded a t Time 2.

Twenty-thr ee of the parents responding

at Time 2 had their youngest child leave home between the
time surveys.

The responses we re compiled and analyzed by

the use of s ev e ral statistical proc e dures.
Overall, the results of this study show a general l ack
of s upport for the hypotheses .

These findings seem to

indicate that for the most part, having children leave home
has little positive or negative effect on parents personal
well-being or marital relations.
Significant relationships wer e found for parents who
were experiencing parenting difficulties or whose
r e lationship with their youngest child tended to be
conflictful .

The overall findings on these two vari ables

suggest that lo w qua lity parenting experiences or high
amo unt s of pa rent-child conflict negatively impact personal
well-being and marital relations, and that the launching of
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the youngest child lessens the negative impact of these two
variables.

An important exception to this overall finding

was that low quality parenting experiences were related to
marital satisfaction regardless of whether or not the
younge st child left home.
This study has perhaps posed more questions than it has
ans wered since the significant relationships which were
found were in areas not previously investigated.
Furth er research should focus on the effects of the
parent -child relationship and parents feelings about their
parenting experiences.

Longitudinal research designs should

be implemented and efforts should be made to obtain larger
random samples to study .

Also, alternative statistical

procedures need to be used which allow changes in the
dependent variables to be related to the indep endent
variables.

Finally, the measures used to study

postparenthood need to be refined and then several studies
need to be carried out using the same measures .
Limitations of the Study
Any conclusions reached in this study must be
considered in light of the following limitations:

(l)

The

sample was taken from only one geographic location; (2) The
parents surveyed were predominantly of one religious
orientation ; (3) A low r espo nse rate was obtained for the
mailed questionnaire; (4) The reliability co -efficients for
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the measures of Personal St r ess were low; (5) The sample
contained a greater porportion of female than males;
(6) The sample was not randomly chosen; and (7) Other
statistical procedures would have better tested the
hypotheses .
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FOOTNOTES
1.
the

The proportion of the population that experiences

postparent~l

period is dependent on several variables,

and is arrived at indirectly due to a lack of specific
measurement of this phenomenon.

First, the number of people

who never marry must be considered.

Only four to five

percent of those people who are now over forty years of age,
have nev er married (Lasswell & Lasswell, 1982).

The seco nd

factor to be considered is the proportion of these people
who remain childless.

Veevers (1979) estimates that five

percent of those that marry are currently voluntarily
chil dless .

The proportion of voluntary childlessness is

probably less for those who are now experiencing the
postparental stage than for those who a re currently of a
younger age.

Another se ve n to eight percent of the

population are involuntarily childless (Veevers, 1979;
Menning, 1977) .

From this, one can deduce that about eighty

seve n percent of those who marry have children.

There are,

however, several other factors that must be taken into
consi deration.

Two factors tend to increase the percentage

of the populat ion who experie nce the empty nest stage.

Not

all childbearing is confined to marriage and some mothers
may choose not to marry.

Also, childless couples may choose

to adopt and thus be able to experience this period of life .
Factors that tend to decrease the proportion of the

33

population that experience this stage are divorce leading to
singlehood where no children were born prior to the divorce,
and/or rema rri age in which one or both spouses are childless
and/or desires to remain that way.

Also, the failure of

children to achieve maturity and be launched from the nest
has an impact on the normativeness of this experience.
Perhaps the best estimate comes from a study by Mu rr ay
(1976).

She reports that over 80 percent of those who have

ever married, who are between the ages of fifty-eight and
sixty three, have living children.
2.

The surveys for Glenn and McLanahan (1981) and

Glenn and McLanahan (1982) are both from the 1973 through
1978 General Social Surveys conducted by the National
Opinion Research Center.

No indication was given as to

whether the six surveys were the same ones for both studies.
3.

Semantic differential scales consist of bi-polar

adjectives which are placed at the ends of a seven point
rating scale .

Respondents are asked to check the point on

the scale which best represents their feelings or
descriptions of the concept or object.
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Appendix A.

Instructions to the Teacher

Th!s =eques:::
:::~e!.:as:...i.:l~J

a~pl.:!.es

:!:-st hocr cl.:1ss.

only to te:J.c:-:ers 1o7ho

·.;ill only <:ake one or c·.;o

l.

Oist:-ibut2.

h~tve

one or c:ore seniors in

'.oie re.:11i=e you r ::i::!.e !.s valuable, so ·. that u-e a-:-!!:

t~e att.::lc~ed

~.i:J.Utes .

fans co all se:11ors Li. you= first t':our

c.!.::tss o n :;,e :i:::s: .:~r second reo~ic.g af:::er recei·ri:~.g the:::l .

4,

a:!:t:J-::1 c:-.e :or.::s r:c the of:i.ce ~y th~ afte~ oon of the secor.d day.

Thanl<. you for you::- cooper:1tion.
Brent

!<etult!Ch

C~

~-

Xiller

Cannon

Utah Sta te University
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Appendix B.
Student Self-report Form

CHECK ONE
yes no

TO THE STUDENT:

ARE YOU A SENIOR?

·· ······················· 0

0

0

0

ARE YOU THE YOUNGEST CHILD IN YOUR FANILY?

I<RITE THE NANE A..'ID ADDRESS OF YOUR PARENT OR PARE NTS
\<110 YOU ARE LIVING WITH.
HOTIIER:
FATHER:
ADDRESS:

s tr eet

city

state

zip
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AppendLx C.

Ques tionnaire

~Htil

TH£

FE[Li:~GS

r;t..._Y l"''~t 3"
Ldze.

~W;t2.<1

CH IL OP.f~l

ARE

CO~IE :

ABOUT POSTPt.RnHHOOO

i"·2.C:

{ a thl!. ~~:t

V~t ).t.L-:...: tug-l

i.n the. Jk.iCA
(;.':tM:,~ .: tltcu. tema.i.u
Tile ~it c 1e !dte-'l.e c.o,.,)ur..Uy t:Jtll!J ..:ome a':J:U,j.

( 10

-1-

•! _ _ _ _ _ __
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Tne fir·,~ ~ectiun bela·,.. a".ks far backi"Jround information. Please ans·.~~r every
~u~>stiOn . .'IQst of the questions 1n later sections ask about your feelings or
OPinions. so there are no r1g~t or wrong unswers. Ans we r completely and honeo;tly.
~.tckq r oun:t

A.

Al.

~2.

A] .

1

ooy

2.

girl

AB.

\</hilt 1s the longest period of
time your youngest child has
been away f r om hol'le?
1. less than one wee~
- 2 . one week or more
- 3 . two or three weeks
-4.
oner10nt h
~.
two months
6 . three months or r.;o re

A9.

Circle the number of years of
scnool ing or technical training
yot; have comple ted.
7 8 9 {jr. high}
10 11 12 (sr . high)
13 14 15 16 (college)
17 18 19 20+ (graduate)

AJO.

Have you rece i ved any 'IOCatlonaJ
o r occupatio nal training not
inc luded under sc hooling?
(please circle) 0 1 2 3 4
years

All .

Ar e you currently a ttending
school , or involved i n sorr.e so rt
of training?
l. yes

Al 2.

How rnany years has lt been sinc e
yo u last attended school?
___years

AJJ.

On the average, how many hours
are you emoloyed each week?
0. not . employed
- , . twenty hou r s or less
{par t t ime)
2. forty hO•JrS (fuJi time)
_ 3 . over forty hours

In all, ho~t :""any chlll:lre'l have
you h.;cJ? ;circle the r.ur.be.-)
I 2 3 4 5 5 7 8 9 10
no r e ti':.Jn 10_
1-'.a .... -::nv children are living
w1:n yolj now? 1 2 3 4 5
6

A4.

lnfor~.lllOr:

!; y'>u r your:gest child a boy or
a r;tr ' ?

7 3

Checl.: the percent a aeof findnci.I 1 reed~ jOU provide for your
youngest child.

c:;
-,c·
.

-20'~
-30~
-,.G~

=50:
AS.

Are you cro•tidinq financi<1l suppo rt !!) any of your other cni 1d r en 1 iving at hrlr.e?
1 . . . es ___

A6.

Are you pr oviding fin-Jncial sup:mrt to any of your chi ldr~n wno
are 1 i•,ino awdv from hone?
1. y~s
- 2 . no

A7.

How often has your :1ounaest cnild
be~ n d"'<l'! from home alone?

2. .

1.

ncv~r

-2.c:nccort·..lice
3
JCCJ'>innally
4. 1ft<;- n
=S. r e'):~luly

2.
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:.14.

:..1 j_

If y0u ue r.ot currently
e<r.ol o;ed . h<'w Jn,.,q ha~ • ~ been
sine~ ;-ou w~re l.1st e'"lployea 1
_ _ _ _rronthsoryeus

-'·

_111 .
11

Do you ·...ark for :My in your
hor.e?
1. yes

=12.

=z.

Al6.

Al7.

AlO.

13.

=14.

Please check if you •~ere
ew.ployed (full or oart t!:.,e)
at or uound tne foll o,.. •ng
dges.
20 1ears
SIJ ·teJ rs
- ;o ··~ar-s
6 1J).edt"s
40 .Years

_15.
16.
_17.
_13.

Are you retired?
l. yes
_2.no

_19 .

?lease cnec .~ "lOur o~m oersona 1
lr.cor'"lc nnd yo~r :'"ami ly's tota 1
ir: cre for t'le past year. Check
b<:tn c.o lu.-:-ns.

_20.
A20.

Personal

o--.-.
1-.
2-.
34-

5
.
6-.

Cneck the following dCtJvnies
wrncn •Jr•u h.lve b<!en Jnvo l ·:e1
incur.~ the PH t 1e1r, or are
cur r ('ntly in•J·Jheo in.
1 . s~ •J •;ent 1n scnoo I
- 2 . churcharteno.lnce

=].

churchl~a<leror

f.OS1tlOfl

fraternJI]odQesor
organ I l-l t 10ns
_5.businf"ssorcivic
groups
6. profes ~ i OnJ 1 •JrOuos
pJr,•nt-teacherassoci-

=7.

d

_8.

j'OUtn

t1 on~
'JI'OUp~,

>COUtS

(cub , Ooy, :;rrl), llttle
]Cd':jUC SpQr·to;

JS50C 1Jtions
1a 1 or card play 1nr:
grouos
study grcuoi
requldr spores, ~xer
C1Se progr:1 m, re-:reational :1ct1·,oities
country club
pol itica: organizations
or clubs
issue or action orienteo groups
hobbies
charity cr welfare service
cultural events (con certs, plays , art shows,
ddnce, etc.)
vacations o r outlnqs
with jus t you and you r
spouse

======

~o~th=e~c

'.olhat is your present marital
status?
1. first marridge
2 . remarriage (second or
subseouent rrra rri age)
].
divo r ced , 1 iving .iJone
widowed, liv1ng alone
o ther _ _ _ _ __

=s...

A2l.

If you are now .01ar ried. how l"'lany
years have you been ma rried to
your present soouse?
____ye1r·s

A22.

If you are divorced or widowed ,
how manv years ago did you beccce
single?
___years

AZJ.

\.jhat is your age?
______years

A24.

\.lhat i!; you r sex?
I . ma l e
2. fema 1~

_4.

·~etPrdn~

i ohborhnou ir:1pro~~'

~oc

-

20 .000 - 2<1 ,999 .
25. 0CC-2 9,999 .
J0.)00-J4.999.
35,COO oius.

;3_
AI?.

none.
Sl - 4.,999.
5,000-9,')99.
10,:JJO-l<l,'J99.
lS,OC0-19,999.

flP.

~er:t.
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~~25.

1~

.;h,H

yf'J•Jr

rel1gif'Ju~

prefer-

enr.e?

I.

Cat'lol ic

£.

i>roteHant (l~hlCI'I !:eno'TI-

J.

~~~~~n) _ __ __

==~: ~~~~~e 70ie"'""'"'"'',----

;';2£ .

"o•1 oftf!n do you dttend
rel i•J 10u~ services'
l. once d week
-2.

once or

-3.
-4.

montnly
every few months

-5.
-6.

once a yea r

=7.

('rlice

a

month

several t imes a year

Vnur Present :_ i fe
o1ords 1~e ... auld 1 ike you to use t.o describe how you feel ilbout i'.2.!:!.!:.
Fer e~dmole. if you th1nk your present life is coring, put an X
liltiie"bldii'f ri qnt ;1e;,:t to the 1·10rd "boring"
If you think lt is very interesting,
put dfl X in the b 1ank ri gr.t ne1.t :o tne word "interest 1 ny" . If you ti'n nk 1t oe l on~s sor.e~~ohere 111 oeu·:een, put an X whe(e you tni n~.; 1t belongs.
~er~ Jre sor:"e
ere~cnt li fe.

61.

;orrr~:G

l~lE>lE STiNG

82.

Er~ JOY.~ SL E

MI SERABLE

93.

EASY

HARD

B>;.

USELESS

I.'ORiH~HILE

as.

FRiE:IOLY

LO~IEL Y

86.

FULL

EHPTY
HOPEFUL

37.

D!SCOuf!;.GJtlG

88.

OlEO DO'•.m

FREE

39.

DJS,,PPOBH J:;G

REUAROltiG

BID. GR!:H:)S OIJT THE
BESi J;: M(

DOESfl' T GIVE
MUCH CHA::CE

511 .

Sone oeoole have so mJny ;lrobler.s in their e•1eryday life tha t they 1·10rry
tney oignt nave a nervous b redi<:do~~n. Oo you e'ler worry about thdt?
1. yes

912.

!n r:;enC!ral, now do you feel dbout your ti;re? Would you say that you dre:
,__ 1. ai~·1ays r ushed, eve•1 to oo the things you ha ... e to do
2. only some t ifl·es feel rushed
- 3 . rle'ler feel rushed

21~.

~ow

t~E

z.

whH

'lrten would
t)

I.
--2.

JOU

Sdy that yo u hdve tirlt' on your hilndS thdt you don'! know

CiO Wlth?

r,:.nte often
JUSt now -lnd then

3. ulmos: never
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Uc 10u e'lo;>r \"lO rry thdt :r:)ur tot,Jl f.lr~ily income will not be enouoh to ~~eet
:'our fa.T.J i 1 ':; exoen~Ps lna bi 11 s?
1. never

Sl-l.

-2.

j~HnO\>~andthen

sore of :he time
4
.T.ost cf the time
_:>.allofthetirr.e

-J.

815.

Is :.here Jnything about your life these days that m3k.es you frightened or
·..o rr led?
1. yes

-

2.

ihis s~ction contains cuestia:-~s about how :1ou feel and hO\~ things have been going
Fer e,)ch ouest ion, check the ans ... er ..,.hich best applies to you. Some
111ay se~."l so-J!a r. :>ut please answer every one; they ctre all pd r t of ct
natlor.a\1:; stancM r dJUd r.:easure of well·being.
fer JOU.
Q•Je~~P":nS
Cl.

iio\·lha'le you been feelin') in gener ·
o.Jl? (-:!•Jrin<J the pdst month )
1. in excellent spirits
- 2 . i n ' l e r y:JOOdSpl r ltS
- 3 . i r. good so irit s mostly
- . : . lha'lebo;>enupanddown
in spirits d lot
-~·
i n lo-.. spirits mostly
o. in ·1ery low spirits

C2.

Hd'le you been bothered by nervousne>s cr your "ne,.ves"? (durir:g the
past .~.a ntn)
1. e)(tre"'(>ly so -- to the point
..,.h~re ! could not ...ork o r
ta~e care of things
2. very r:uch so
- 1 . qurteJ.tllt
sor.~e· · •!!'lOu-}h to bother me
-S.alittl e
6. not iltJll

C3.

t!J.ve yeo been 1n firm conU3l of
you r tletlilvlor, chou']nt~. emotions
fe~! ;nJs? (du ring the pJSt

OF

month)
!.

-z.

-3.
<i.

-s.

yes, ddinitcly so
yP<; , for the most put
l)•~nr>rJlly ~o

not ~oo "de 11
no, o.Jnd I Jm sorr.ewhilt
di~turoed

_6.

no, .1nd I am very dis·
turbcd

C4.

Have you fe lt so sad, discour·
aged , hopeless , or hdd so ma ny
prob l ems that you wonde r ed if
anything was worthwhile?
(du ring the past month)
1. e.~trer:".ely SO · ·to the
point that I hJ.veju st
about g1ven up
2. very much so
-J.quiteabit
4. $O!T:e-·enough t c bother
me
5. a 1 ittle bit
5. not at all

CS.

HJ.ve you been under o r felt you
we re unoe,. any st rain, stress.
cr pressure? (du r in9 the pd st
month)
_ 1 . yes --al most more than I
coul d bear or stJnd
_ 2 . yes--quite a bit of
pressure
_ 3 . yeS··Some-more thiln usual
yCS · ·SOrr.e-but about usuJl
yes-d 1 ittle
not at all
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Ct .

'"''~' lldDi'Y. ~"tis fi ed. or pleased
h<:~~e you oeen wi tn jnur person1 1
1 if e ? ( diJr Hl] th·~ D-15 t month )

1

2.
-3.
-4.

-5.
6.
C7.

ca.

C9.

enre1nely hi!opy- - co~ld
nor hi!V"! be~r: ~1ore sat isfied or pleas~d
~ery happy
fairlyhapoy
sati-;ficd--pleased
so•--ewnat dissatis:'"ied
\'ery d issatisfied

Cll.

Has your da i 1'I I if~ bf:'er. full
of tn 1 ng ::. tha: 1-1ere in ter·e::. ~ i nr,
to you? (dtJr;nc the pu~t montn)
_ 1 . all of - th~ :irr:e
2. most of tho;> time
- 3 . d oood bit of the time
- 4 . soiOeofthetir:~e
- 5 . a llttle of the tirno;!
6. none of the tir:~e

(12.

Have you felt down - hea r a~d and
blue ? (during :he ;Mst oonth )
1. <Ill of t he time
- 2 . most of the ti me
- 3 . a o;ood bit of the ti~.e
-.~. some of the time
- 5 . a l ittle of the tirr.e
6. none of the time

C13.

Have you been feel inq er.otionally stable ana s ure of yourself? (durino the oast month)
l. all Of the t 1me
- 2 . most of the time
--3. a sood bit of the time
- . : . someofthetime
- 5 . alittleofthetime
6. none of the time

Cl4.

Have you felt ti r ed, worn out,
used-u;l or exhausted? (during
the past month)
1. all of the time
- 2 . most of the time
- 3 . a 900d bit of the time
- 4 . some of the time
- 5 . a little of the time
6. none of the ti~:~e

i- d~e you h,HI any reason
if you w-::re Jos1ng your

to ... onder
!;:ind, or
losing control O·ter the way ;ou
act. ~Jik, th1nk. feel, or of your
Demory? {Curing the past Jl'Onth )
1. not Jtdl l
- 2 . on1yd little
3. .-.o,,e-- t ut nnt eno ugh to be
concerneoor·,.orriedaoout
_ 4 . sor.:e Mid I ha~e been a
1 ittle concerned
__ 5. Some and i am quite concerr.ed
_ 6 . Yes . ~ery much so and I am
very concerned
tlave you b~C'Il J/l)liovs. worried' or
upset? iourinq th:> OdSt r.:onthi
_ 1 . e,..trer;:elyso--to the point
of be i ng sick or almo st
sick
very r.uch so
quite a t>lt
some -- enougn to bother :r~e
a I itt le bit
not at d)!
Have you been wdking up fresh and
rested? (during the past month)
_ 1 . everyddy
_ 2 . most eve,.; day
_ 3 . falrljoften
4. less than half the time
__ s. rarely
_ 6 . none of the time

C\ 0 . :~ •H" you been b'J thered by iJny i 11n~ss. t;odi 1y d i son~er, oa in-:;. or
f-:ars JOOut ;;nur health? (during
tu<;> ><~'> ~ I'I 'Jnth)
1. ~ 11 of the t 1me

--?: ~o~~o~fb~~ea~i~~e
5.

ti.r.e

SOrr.;;> of tlu: ~WP.
d : ottle o f t ne ti me
nor•e o f the ti ne

~or eolch of the four scales below,
note that the ~ords at each end of
the 1 to 10 scale describe opposite
feel in9s. Circle the number
which seems cio'iest to now
you holvc general ly felt OURif;G THE
PAST MOtiTH.

CIS.

How concerned or worried about
your HEALTH have .J'OU been?
(during the oa s t n~onth}

1 2 3 4
Not
Con<.erncd
At All

5

6

7 5

9 10
Very
Concerned
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(15.

How ~u.~xc:o ar T:C~lS E hdvt:' jOu
=:eenl ir!ur1nr, t'le ;;jst month)

1 2 3 .t

5 6

7 8

Rela..;ed

2

3

<!.

5

5

7

ener']y
AT i-Ll .
I is :.le~s

8

~lo

C\3.

C2:J.

9

Have you ever s ee n a psycfliatrist, psychOlo<;is t. ar p~ycho
ilnJlyst about pe,-s ondl, e~IOtlOn·
a\ , beha'l10 f", or r.enta1 problem
conc e rn i ng yourself?
_ 1 . YES--ounngthepJst
year
_ 2 . YES--more than a year

d;nanic

How OE?RESSEO cr CHE:::HFUL have
you be~n? (!:!unng :r.e ;Jast r.on:'l)
5 6

7 8

9

H.l'le ;ou na:j s~vere ennugh pe rsand I, ,::::oticn:~i. JeM~lor, or
:rentJl orc:~le~s tnJt JOU felt
you neeCe1 helo Dli.~ii.~ THE ?AST
'(f;.il?
_ 1 . yes , andlrlidseekprofcssional he1;J
_2. y~s. tut I Cid not seek
professional helo
_ 3 . I ha·Je nao (o r h a~e nm.,)
se·1~re oersona 1 pro~le·,s,
~~Jt ~!'le r.ot felt r neeccd
p,-ofcsslor:al nel::l
_<l.

!hJ'JChdd'ICf"'jfei~PCf"

_S.

SOnal uroble'1s of any
senous cnn::ern
I ilave not heen botnered
at -111 by oer-;f)na1 proo IE'I';s durin'] th<:! fi•lSt jear

Ha'le '/)'J e •1;:.r felt that ;ou ·.-~ e,-'!
']:'lin'; to h.l'lf!, Of" w~re close to
h<l'lin']. •1 ne('/0\,<; t>rcdkdown?
3.
~l.i·l"

/J'J

·:o

~'l~r

ago

_3.

10

/ery
Cheerf•Jl

,'10

1

=~: ;~~~:~:~~~"in~~~/~~~/;~~
(2 \

C1J.

10
ve,-y

ELiC:~G£TIC.

1 2 3 -l
'le r;
Depressec
(19.

Md'<e yotJ e~er bc~n a o~tient (o r
out:tdtient) H a ~ental hos~it,Jl,
d r:en ta 1 ~ea 1 th wilrd of a hoso1tal, or d mental health c1 inic,
for any persona 1, ~mot iona 1.
behavio r, or r:-.ental oroblem?
_1. YES--duriniJ the paH year
_2. YES--more thiln a yCdr ago
_ 3 . rm

10

how mucn E'Jt:l:G'f , PEP. 'I{T,l.LlT"
have y!lu felt? ( cluf"1nq the past
montn)
1

C22.

Very
Tense

Ver1

(17'

9

1

hld

J

HJve you taH.ed with or had an'/ connection .-i th any of the follo~ling
about some oO?rsona 1 emot i oM 1.
bera .. iof", me ntal 01'0b1ern. worries,
Of" "nerves CO.'IC::=I~i!NG YOURSfl"F".:furi 1;9
:neprHt~?
C2~.

(2;.

3r.lin or ner'<e specia l ist
1. Y(';.
_2.

C26.

Nurse

NO
(e.tc~pt

for routint>
conoi t ions l
_l.YES
_ 2 . 110

rreclic~ 1

C27.

ll1~yer

(exceot for rQutif•e
leqal senices)
1. YES

=2.rm
C2S.

nervous b!'Cdk-

'J<J'«n ·'
1. IE''i···1urin'J tnP DE~ 1ea r
:_-=::z . !E S-· itlrc tn1n ·1 yo:Jr .qu
_.J .....~

Regulu r.:ediol doctor (excevt
fo r def1nite ;=hysical conditions or rout ine check-uos)
1. YES
2. ::o

Pol ice (c\cer.t for
f i c v iiJ 1,, ti on~)
1. YES

=1.
(2').

simp!~

trJf-

110

Cler!JyNn. r'lini~.ter, bishop,
pne'it . ··abb1, etc.
_l.'l'ES

_2.

;10
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C3Ll .

•,, ,.r, an'.' C() uns eln r
I

r[S
'ii]

C33 .

Do you d1:;c u-:.s you r problem:;
wi tn any members of your
family u r fr1ends?
1. vE:;--dnd it nelps a

- l ot

Z.
3.

YE S--and i t helos some

YES--but it does not

help .n clll
C22.

::lther f orr"a l assistance
_1. ~~s - - .. nat >.1 nd? _ __

_

4.

5.

:.u

5.
_7.

NO--I do not have anyone I can talk 10ith
about my problems
fiO--no one cares to he ar
about my o r :J~le'rs
NO - -! do not c<.re to
tai k <;~bout My problems
with anyone
flO--! de not have any
problems

.. ::~-:l'nt ;:c,rentin'l ::x::eriences: Listed bel ow are son:e \~rds that "'e would like
/Ou to 'J ;e t(t <J~sc r •oe now you feel about }'Our re-::ent exoerience'i <!.S il paren t.
Cnec ~: tne DIJnk that comes closest to <:escribing r.ow you feel .
!r. ger.era 1 , has your RJ r ent i ng exoerie~ce during tne past year be e n:

01.

~/,PPY

lAO

:n.

JOYFU!..

PAlllfUL

03.

3GRI :IG

lf:TEREST! i:G

~'·

::;.sv

HARO
MISERAB LE

Dl.

~;.JQ 'ff.SLE

06 .

D:S~PPOirHI;IG

R[ l.;f. RDING

07.

0!SCOI;R.t.GirlG

HOPEFUL

ca. ruu

EMPTY

09.

WORTHimiLE

!!S EUSS

BAO

010. GOO D
Dll

llurin') tl te f1ast year, ho ~o of!.en have yoc h~d disaqreefl'ents wi th~
t~cnild?

=3.
=5.

I.

-z.
.:.

neve r
seiaom
ocosioMlly
freauently
con:.t.lntly
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U12.

During tne cast year, how
~

dt)Out

ho·,o~ to

~ften ho;~ve

you had disagreeme nts

•,o~it h .z.~

dedl wtth your youn']eSt child?

never

1.

-z.

se!d01~

-J.occastonally

~: ;~~~~:~~:~
013.

~uents

:-!any

feel closer to some children than othen.

Pledse describe

as honestly as you can, the degree of closeness bet"Neen you and your
youmJeH ~ ~ild .
1. distant
-:?.indifferent

-l.

fair!yclose

~: ~~~~~n~~~ ~Jose

5

IF vou :..?( :-·A~iHC:O: Pleilse continue with Section E. "Ma r ital Feel~nqs".
!F "f,')U .:~E s:·;GLE: You Od'le fintsned the questionnaire. Thank you very ~uch for
your cr;:opentton. Please return the completed Questionnaire i1m1ediately using the
precaid, pre - dddressed envelope.
~lc-eelinr.s
PleH~ ~~ ctr !c.

no ..... Siltisfied you are now with edCh of the following aspe<.:ts of
your :--drrl.J.ge. Check tt'.e box that---rs closest to your present feelings.

1

2

I ~~~:lA ~i~~le
. sausfied I satisfie1
jEl.
I

!
, £2.
I

!u

satiSf i ed

4

!

l"linns you and
yo•1r ~"J.te '.!O ·~hen
'/E,__U ~.o. '_>~~ for
enter:Jlnr.:ent, fun.
th~

I
I
I

I
I
iI
I
I _J_

the r.20unt of
<lf'.vt.Jr,n in your

: he ... <ly
,)1"'1:JJ!rl

Jr~

(t;_IJr_;._~

c'•e

~,

o uo; <>

uer".Jr::·r:d .

I
i

l

I

I

--r---1
I

Very
Perfectly I
satisfie d l satisfied ,

th';!IO•l/~v_iS

Mna"e<l ;n you r
.~.,rr·dge.

rr .. r-rl,l'Je.

~E4.

3

Mostl~

I

!

II

n

I
I

I

I

!

I

I

r

I

I

I

I
I

I
_____.j
I

j
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1
:

·v~ry

' A 11, t le 1
d~s! Mostl~

j

d1 s -

:

! '>ltl',fied 1 SJtlSrled , SH lSfledl

th~? wa. y you and _your

~ate d~a 1 w1tn

1n -

l~ws 1nyo~;::ru•]e.

I

V~ry

1

i

I

II

I1

,

i

P~rfe-::tly

$oltl~fie1 : satisf10d .
J

!

I

J

1

;,6.

!
r-----------_,------r----4-----+-----+----u.

rei

qio u~

bel1e fs

anil JCtlvlties in
JOur ~~drrJage .

!n t i"!! se fir.al questions 1-1e want you to tell us~~ Q.fte n -~ iQ. ~ ~tner
i n )Our mur1age . l.'e are not so interested in your feelings as 111 your r;;ost
accurdte report of~ often these ~ 2SS..!:!..!:.·

f [8.

hi'd a st 1:-ulating

excMnge of

i dee~s

I

: £9.

lctu:JheC t O'}eth er or

I

Snilr'?d a JOI;e

l

ElO.

i(ll.

!

ii[l1 .

i
' Ell.

:

work~d

together on

a proJec t
vis ited friends
tor;etner
IJ')I'l'?'>ut fo r entertJ irw~nt or rf'crea -

~ J ~- c n

w.il~

a

il r be

ar

Just for fun

I
'

I I

I

~++-~
I
I

I

I
II
I

I
10

I

i=J
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I

Nooe

"

'lever

I

scent some time just
cha tt 1nq toge~her

[I<

!£15.

tleen '.~a rm dlld affect ioM ~e

!

I

Gone out to eat

E16.

to get he '

I

Two or I

Hoy be

once d
month

I

I :~~hu I o:~:k II
t thcee

1

I

I

I
II

I

Aboot
3

T )ojo-;o;-;,-.,---~

t'h'"

mes a

week

'

"

mace

I
I

I

I

I EmydJy

I

I
I

Thdnk you v~ry much for your cooperiltion in filling out this c.uestio nn a il"e. ?lea se
return the -:or.o i etea quest ionna 1re ir"l''led i ate 1y using the prepd i d , ore- addressee
enveloce. To insure the confidentiality of your ans wers , send you r q uestio nMi r e
in a sepJrlte envelope from your spouse.
rr you .,..,u"d like a surrtMry of the re<;u}t<; of this study, please check the appro::dank .

:;~riate

'fe~ . I would li~e to receiv~ a SUimldry of the results.
-r:o. sending a surrm.lry of the resu lts will not be necessdry.

II
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Appendix D.

Cover Letter

UTAH

STATE UNIVERSITY

LOGAN. UTAH 84322
COLLEGE OF FAM ILY LIF E

0E"'ART\1ENT O F
F.!. MILY .l.NQ
1-iUM,~t.N OEVELQP\!ENT

UMC

~9

De~r

Hay 14, 1981

Parent:

Ho;~ve you e·1er ·. . onCered h011 peoole's feelings chanQe ,,..hen their young est child
leo:~ves horr:e? Ou they celebrate, just feel the same, or go into mourning? A few
of us from the Jepartm~n~ of Family and Hu11:an Developmen t at Utah State are inter~
est~d in findir.g out more about this time in parent's l i•1es . Currently, we don't

knov1 :::ucn about •,...nat !'!a,J~ens to par~nts when the youngest child i n the fami ly
1e~ ves heme.

~le're ·..witing to you because your youngest child is a senior in high school.

~Je :xpect ::.hat in some families the you nges t child will leave home during the first
year or so af:e r l)raduation. This may happen i n yo ur family, so we are asking for
your
~~ill
wi ll
felt

help and cooperation in filling out three short quest ionnaires.

Enclos~d you

find ~he f1rst questionnaire. Next fall, and again in the fall of 1982, ~<~e
s~na out simila r questionnaires. This ·~ il l allo•n us to compare how pare nt s
Jefore and after their youngest c hild left home.

If dt an;1 time you Hish to disconti nue you r pa r ticipation in th e study , yo u are
f r ee to Co so. \ole do, howev er, wish to stress that you r person a l answers to these
questions ·.1ii1 make -1 si gni ficant diffe rence in finding out abo ut this important
period of life. ~e assured tnat your anS\-Jers to the auestionnaire are confiCential-your narr.e and individual responses 'Nill not be disclosed to anyone.
Please fill out t he ouestionnaire enclosed 'Nith this le t ter as soon as possi'..Jhen you ha·te camp 1eted th~ quest i anna i r e, p 1ace it in the pre-<!ddressed,
preoaid env~lo .:.:oe and return it by r~ay 27. If you are married, fill o ut the questionnalre separately from your spouse.

b I~.

Thi~ stud / or omis2s to be unusually interesting and exc iting and •,.;ill ;>rovi de
I f you 'o'I"Ould like a brief summary of the
r esu l: s . then please c heck "yes" on the last Pd'J~ of your questionnaire. Also, t o
thd n\: /O'J .:or ;ou r ~art: icioation. we a..-e enclosi nq a cer-tificat e for a free ice
cre.lr:J cor 1e frcm ~he USU Oai ry. 7ilanks again fo r your cooperation .
both ~rJct i ol and scientific bf!nefits.

Sinc e rely,

co

?.S .

Even :f :m,Jr ~toungest child is not plann i ng to leave hor:~e, your
reso0nse i~ ~Sient~JI to corr.oJre '"'ith parents :·1hose children do
le<l·t~.

lOS

Appendix E.
Cert1f1cate for Free Ice Cream Cone

FREE
ICE CREAM CONE
TIU.o coupon -<A good 601!. a.
oingle oc.oop ICE CREAM CONE
o..t .the us u Vahr.y &vr.
720 No4th 7200 Ea.ot
Compliments of
Dept. of Family &Human Development
(Expires June 15, 1981)
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Appendix F.
Reminder Postc:~rd 1 and 2

June 3, 1981

Dea r Parent( s):
If you have completed t he Postparenthood
Ques ti onnaire, thank you very much fDr your
cooperation! If you ha ven' t completed or
returned it yet, please do so. Your individual
answers will make a difference in the outcome
of the study.
Thanks Aga i n,
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Appendix G.

Cover Letter

UTAH

STATE

UNIVERSITY

LOGAN. UTAH 84322
COLLEGE OF FAMILY LIFE

DEPARTMENT OF

FAMILY AND
HUMAN DE VELOPMEN T
UMC 29

Apri l 1. 1982

hO~>I

Thanl< you for your earlier participation in our study about
when their youngest child leaves home .

parents change

We menti oned a year ago when we sent the

first questionnaire that we would be send ing you another one . On ly by comparing
responses on the first and second ques tionnaires will we be able to tell if there

have been chano:.:~es, so please complete this one too. Of course your youngest child
might not have left home yet; if this is the case with you , it is still essential
for you to fill out the questionnaire to compare with parents whose children have
left.
\~e wish to stress that your answers to these questions will make a significant
difference in finding out about this i mportant perlod of life. Be assured that
your ans,.1ers to the questionnaire are confidential--your name and individual responses
will not be disclosed to anyone.

Plea se fill out the enclosed questionnaire as soon as possible. When you have
completed the ql.lestionnaire, place it in the pre-addressed, prepaid envelope and
return it by April 20. If you are married, fill out the questionnaire separately
from your spouse.
This study promises to be unusually interesting and will provide both practical
and scientific benefits. If you 'IIOu ld like a brief swnnary of the results, then
please check "yes" on the last page of your questionnaire. Thanks again for your
cooperation.
Sincerely,
.-

/

.,

.. j, ,,.:L~J'./11/:.'c:~
Kenneth H. Cannon

co
enclosures
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..\ppcndix II.
Questionnaire 2

\oiH EN THE CH I LDREil ARE GONE:
FE~LifiGS

Th e(t mtU.t go
U.i':t!.

.;.t..~ltl!.\

ABOUT POSTP.ARENTHOOD

,,.._e~
t >l

t:te .lea.

O.t ~ca.:tf...inJ~ in. .c:u!
Wl!iiA t thou '''?.m:t.i•t
T:!e

~j1L1 -tl!

~fUM

tdti&'U!. Ctt)U!!.li:j .lttC!J C.Om(!.

aga..in .

(10

-I-

il _ _ _ _ _ __
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The r;rq <:f'rtt"- 1-cJ, •.., .1~k~ fur !"1.1ckg rn 1nrl i n form.H ion . Pl<•a s <" .1n51.1er cverv
'! o<:.t nf t!>e 1ucstioll:> in LH<> r ~ ecti o ns ;l';k Pbout you r feelings o r
Ans1o1er conp letely a11d honestly.

Q<~c<:•t"~-

rninil'r~ , <>o rh<'re .He no rip:ht o r w-r ong answers.
!1:1c k ernun<l 'rfnrn.lt\f'n
AI.

ilfl'ol ... ~nv rh 1 lo r cn are H,•in~~;
""i ::h \'Ou no"'~ (Ci rcl e Or"P)

A6.

HmJ frequentl y cloes vour young e:~t son or d.1u~hter t<~lk with
y ou on the telephone?

1.
,\2.

11 .1~ ''"''r ·;oun~··st ~on or
•bu):.htcr ::-nv·~ d out of you r
h r<r:e 'liflce their g r arl ua tlon

=z.

yc~

),].

~

•• * .. "' "" ... * •••

l."h,. n Jtrt he or she lei\ve hn"'e?
jO,IIj

Octobrr

-~,.,vembcr

Afl.

W2
_ . 1.1n<1ury

,v:;,

tl;>ur l"o t "r live In
1.
[]I(" '<1!11C C<"lm1'"111nitv?
.or!•tlwr coron"unit 'j . hue
_1.

/,,

,1 n n tlJp r rommunit y in
.1 ,!i ff <·rc rt !:t at ('?
:• unther country'

"'c<:k

How frequently does yo ur voung-

How fr eq uentlv does vou r vnungron o r d.1ught er come home
to vtsit you?
1. nev"r
- 2 . ever~· fe1o1 months
--),

\..' h,H t o: the -1pprn xtr-ated\r:t.1n(!" in mIle~ bctwrrn Y<'Ur
h!•r:'lr. .1ndwhrre- vnur younr r <;t
!'lon ' I f 1L1111!h tcr now lives?
_
nllc "
flo o•« "'"'If p> unr.:cst !iOr> o r

3

scve ralt ir.~es<t week

daily

C!H

-Oece:rhe r

At..

once

-z.

rruc r:t t r> n nur.:hc r AIO.

.......

S.
-6.
=7.

est 110 n or d<~ughter ..,rite
letters h o Me?
I.
never
every fe"'r>tOnths
-3 .
o n c eal!!onth
4.
t 1o1o or three tlmc!'l a
l''ll'lnth
_ 5 . once."l week
6.
Sl"ver;"~l time-s a week
=7.claily

Jf ':l'loJ .lns wercd yes to this
quco;t \1•11, ~o nn to ~he nc:tt
('Hle fl).
J f you an <: IJ <' f erl no
to th!.<: quc,;tion, "'kir t o

AJ.

everyfc"'mon ths

o n c e;1 month
t"'oor three tlmesa
mnnth

fron hid• '>ChC'c>l?
I.

never

-2.

_3.
_4.

=4.
S.
-n.

=7.
A9.

o nce , r.~,..nth
two or three times"'
n o nths
o nce a vcck
scver31 times <1 vcek
ci;I(Jy

I s it lik ely that vour yo un g est !'lon o r daugh t('r "'i.ll r('tu rn

live in votH
fut ~t ime?

to

},

Vl.'rV

home a t r.oml.'

li k ~ Jy

-2,
,o;nm .. what likely
- 3 . u n ccrt.1ln
-4.
r.o m<'whatunll k ely
=S.veryunlikcly

llO

...... " ... "'."'" .....
l.
-!.
=3.
4,

-~-

,\II.

On tht• ;\V"T-1RC , loov !'1.1ny ho"ors
arP. ynu emptoycd e .1 ch wee~?
0. not cmplon•d
twenty ho~rs cor l<! 'lll

i.h.lt ! ~ )''lU r :-'"''n:oc"t "On or
d.HIJthtc r do lrll no...- 1

AIO.

·.: ork\n~ p<~.n-ti:lle

-1.
-

w oridn~t full-tbe

wor!t ~ng <trd .1t~end
ln~ school
attcndif'!l school O'!.lv
"'dit:HY sl'rvice
~:~is~ton11rv ,o;ervicc
othe r
(spccifv)

Ch('ck thf'

o-:

-90!

-10::

""" ~ou prnv id ir.g fin;~n c i;!l
su~r"rt ro ,1ny of vnur other

chllo'rc !' li.vinr, .1t.hnl"e?
_l.yt"l
-_ _!.
no
,\r(' ·;f'u pnwirtin£: f in.1nci.1l
,:uf'f'"rt to <~flY "f ynur ch!ld-

~~~~-~·lu• ;Hc ll\·ing !!::'~v~

- ..
-,.
,\[').

o\r1' ,.,..,. cuTTf'Tltlv ;J!to•n<llnl•
sch•::d , nr involv<'d In ~o!'1e
'lf'rt <'f rralnin~: 1

I.

6=.

8= 1

-100%

=S(ll

A\4.

:!-.

no~

- no:

-

-~1)4

,\I],

,-.
,-.
,-.

-701;

-~o;;

p:~y

in your

P\p ,u:e t:heck ~"'ur own rcr~>on
;:ol incofl!e ~nd your f.,r-.ily's
tf't .11 lnco:-.e fnr t.hc p.1st vc;H
Chrck bf'th coJ unns.
Persnn.1t
r: nne

-,--.
,- -

?crre:lt>'~e

of fin.lnc t:-1 :"Cl'd ." v0u :>ro•lidc f0r
" ('\IT '.'NII1f':''~ t Child,

-101

fln vou vork for
hnre?
I.

-,.
Al8.

l"l.orril'd
d:·Jorced
other
(o:prrif y J
Al7.

fort\·hours
(ful't-ttne)
nvl!'t" forty hours

_J.
A17,

•.:h,1t is YfJUr .. oungcst son or
d.1u~;hrer ' r, present marital
st:~tus?

(p;~n-tlnc)

_2.

A\9.

.

Sl-t.,999
s ,000-9,?9'>
10,00f'l-lt. , 9°9
lS,000-1Q , 999
20 ,000-~l, ,999
25 .non- ~ 9 .99 9
)0.000-)t. , 9':19
J S .OC'Cl -plus .

\.loeclc. the f f' llovin~t act ~v tt te-o
<..•h i .:;h Vf' U h.1•:r hPC'O irvnlv,.,J
tn dur
tt-<' p •• ~t ~·e:or. (' ("
ilrC c u rn•ntlv invo\v<'d in.
I.
rt u denr In !'Chf't)\
-2 .
r hur ('h;rttrn d:-onr e
= ) . r h l l r c h le,1t!C'ror
pwdtlrn
_ t . . fr.>t<•rn.Jll<•<!r.o·s<"'r
VC'f{'f<II'S nrr.,nl 7.ati<•nr.
_S.busines"n rctvic
r.r o•ur"
_ r.. 1•rnf,.,.,sinn.1l r.rnnp ~

rr;;.

7.

p.lr~'••t-u·arJ,..r

,,,.,,c[-

.HI<'n "

_R.

vr•ulhf:rnu l'~.

s..:nut"

_9.

nrl)!l•h•••lt"'"'l~·J•r<•v••-

(noh . .,,..,. • r.i rll,

fllt•••t

.l~t,.nr

i at

inl'~'>

lll

~.~ 1

or c., r·l I' l.~v in~

[fl.

"f'O:

ll.

<:tw'v t':f"UD<:
l'" l'l'- ltL1r <:prrr .. , exr-r -

"C'<'!lf'~

11 .

cl"c
1).
=lt..

I'L

prol'!r,11'1,

16.
17.
-Itt .

recre-

etc.)

.1tlnn.11 .1rtivttles
club

19.

rnuntrv

poll tlc .,l or,ll<'lnlz:ations
orclut.!'
lssnc or ~ction ortt"nted

gr oup .~

ho l'lhlr11
ch.1 rltv o r •,;clf11re "Crvlccs
c ultur.1l <!Ven t.~ f conc~·nt.",
pl.1y11 , ;•rt shnws, dance,
vnc tl ons o r ou tin g.-.
~o~ l ch

ju:<:t you a ncl yo ur

!lpOU!'C

_

zo.

=o~'":'~'=====

~_!sent life

Here Jre sor.e ~.ords ~~e would like yo u to use to describe how you fe el a.bout your

~~e~~;\H~· ri~~~ ~;!~P ~~ 't~: ~~~/~~~~;~~~ ~ p~~s;.~~ ~~ i~k; ~ b~~i ~~;/Y~t!~e~

t
t i nq,
put an X in tn~ bldnk riqnt next to the word "interesting".
If you think it belonl)s sone ... nere in betw~en, put an X where you think it belongs.

Sl.

BOR I ~IG

INTERESTING

S2.

EtiJOYABLE

MISERABLE

!33.

EASY

HARD

94.

USELESS

WORTHI.JHILE

ss.

FRIHOLY

LQriELY

"·
B7.

FULL

EMPTY

OISCOURAG!tiG

HOPEFUL

08 .

TI ED omm

FREE

09 .

O! Sf,PPO ltiTiitG

REWARD I riG

U10. SRI IIGS OUT THE

BEST Iii ME
Bl l.

[3 12.

OOESti 'T GIVE tiE
MUCH CHAriCE

Sene people have so many prob l ems in their eve ryday l i fe that they wo r ry
they mi'jht have a nervous breakdown. Do you ever worry about that?
I. yes
-2 .
In 'J~ ner~l. how do yo u feel a bout your ti me? Wou l d you say th.:s t you are:
1. Jh~<lyS rushed, even to do the things you have to do
onlvsometi mesfee lrushed
- l . r1everfeelrushed

-2 .
S11.

How often ·,-ould you say th,H you hil ve time on your h<Jnds that yo u don't k.now
what to do with?
I. •Ju itP often
- 2 . ]'J" tnowan•!then
--1. ·lloos t never

112

!l14.

Do you ev~r worry that your total family income will not be enough to meet
your fam1ly's expenses and bi lis?
1. never
-2.justno·..,andthcon
- 3 . so.:1e of the ti me
- 4 . most of the time
all of the time

=5.

Bl5.

is the r e anything about your 1 ife these days that makes you frightened or
worried?
1. yes

2.
C.

General \.:ell - Be i ng

This section contains ouest ions about how you feel and how things have been 90ing
for you. For each question, check the ons1~er which best opplies to you. Some
quest ions may seer:~ s ir:~i I a r, but please answer eYery one; they are all part of a
nationally standudized measure of well-Oeing.
Cl.

How have you been feeling in genera l ? (during the past month)
1. in excellent spirits
in very good spirits
- ) . inl:!oodspiritsrnostly
- 4 . I h-nre been up and down
inspiritsalot
5. in low spirits mostly
6. in very low spiri s

C4.

-z.

C2.

Ha·11? yo; been bo~hered by nervous-

neH or your "nerves ·'? {du<ing the
post month)
1. CYtren;ely so--to the point
wher""e I could not work o r
ta ~.e care of things
l. very much so
- 3 . quiteil bit
so~>'e--enougn to bother n1e
-S.illittle
6. not ut all

CJ.

Huve you been in firm control of
your" tJ chc~·:ior, tho;19hts, emotions
OR fc~llwJ S? (dur·i ng the past
n:onth)
I. yes , defin ite ly so
yes, for the most p<lrt
- J . r_:en('rcllly 50
not too well
110, <lnt! t dr.l SOITo(' l~~hl t
di·aur·hed
___6. no, ,lnd I Jr n v~r·:. disturbed

-,.

Have you felt so sad, discouraged , hopeless. o r l1.1d so many
problems that you ·t~ondered if
an_vthing wus worthwhile?
(durinq the past month)
1. extrel'lely so--to the
point that I have just
about given up
2. very much so
- 3 . quite3bit
_ 4 . some - -enough to bother

5.

6.
CS.

'"
a li t'.:.le

bit
not at all

Hilve you been under or felt you
were under an·t strain, stres-;.
or pressure? (dur·ing the past
month)
_ 1 . yes---tlmost mo re than I
could bear Qr st.HJd
_2. yes--quite J bit of
ore~ sure
3. yes--so:n('-f'10r~ th.ln u<; u,ll
- -4. yes-·~O~·c-but Jhout U'>Uoll
· -s. yes-a litt!~
_6
notat ull

113

cr.

····"
r1" • t:

l1

t,,~,., .,. .
1vH r '

t, ~

. 1

(

t: 'I

C9.

t ~~ ;'U;J ( I h; r· S • 11,1 )

1.

!tl.-ly hJPJY

s.n n.fJed--plea~t:O

Cll

IIJ~ your dJ 1\y 1 i fe been full
of thi11r:s ttlJt 'm:re inte•·estinq
to you? · (during the past 1•lllntl1)
1. all 0f the time
- 2 . moH o f the tir.:~
- 3 . a aood bit of the time
- 4 . so~1e of the time
- 5 . a litt le of the tlme
6. none of the tir.e

C12.

Have you felt down - hearted and
blue? (during the past month)
I. all of the time
- 2 . moH of the ti me
- 3 . a good bi t of the tiw.e
- 4 . some of the time
- 5 . a little of the time
_ 6 . none of the t1me

CIJ.

Have you been feeling emotior.ally stable a;,d sure of your self? (during the cast n~onth)
1 . a J 1 or' the ~ ilr.e
- 2 . most o f the tin:e
a good bit of the time
r:. some of the time
- 5 . a little of the time
6. none of the ti~1e

'Jo:·;c;·,nJt diSSdtisfied
'lt! rj

CJ.

i 1•:•1 . •J r pI t:d ~e .J

·•.

· --5.
Cl.

t ·:

.,, I

·:t,r· 1nq t"J,• PJ'> t l'.l)n th)
,.,t,·.:i•Ciy nJLlPJ·--could
r.r,t 'IJ~e tc~ n more S<l t.lS·
t 1•-ll vr :;I eJ~ed
11.: ,. y i~ J up y

<liSSdtisfid

~. 1 JC JUU I'J.!

Jny rNson to -..onde rtf ·, Ju \ ,d''? lcsiug yuur rr.it:o.J , o r
hhlrJ) .:or.~rGI over· the ;-,dy you
J<:t. tJlO. thlnk, feel, cr of your
l•'<.'¥0r;? (·.lurir.q the past n!ilnth)
1. nut <It Jll
rm\1 J I ittle
--3 . 5:1:~--but not enough to be
c·.'nce•·r·2d or ·...-orned .li:'Out
___ 4. ~o·~e <:!nd I hJ~e been a
little concernell
S.
~..-:1 ·.e and ! an quite concer·r.ed
___ 6. fc-;, v;:.-y .T.uch so and I am
very conce rned
you b~.:en dn;o.;ious. worried, or
urs(!t? (Juring the pdst month)
1. utrel'lel/ ~o--to the poin t
of being sic!( or almost
sic I.:
very r.:ucn so
quite a bit
sc··•e- -eno:,qh to bother me
J 1ittlc hit
00l dt Jll

=3.

Hd ~ t!

:•ave you been ~1ak in g up fresh and
r·este1? (dL rJng the past r.JOntn)
I
every dily
mo<;t eve ry day
- 3 . fa1rlyof t ero
--,;_ l.:ss than half the time
--:;
rJ,·ely
___ G 11011e of the ti~r.e

-z

CJ.t.

-z.

For each of the four scales bell)w,
note that the words at each end of
the 1 to 10 scale describe opposite
feel ini)S. Circle the number
which seems closest to how
you have ge nera 11 y fe 1 t OUR 1<IG TH£

PAST ,"'QUTII.

CIS.
ClO .

1 1 <lv~

yo u be~n buthered by any ill~
ne~s . !Jorlt l y d i so rde1·, pains, o.t'eus Jbou t you.- ru!<llth? (during
th•! ;•J ~ t ;c·:;lnt h)
1 . a I~ ~,i the time
2. r.l}'it of t:-te time
J. J qoo d bit of the time
.-1. -:.rx1e of the ti1:1e
--5. J lntle of the time
=6.noni!(Jfthe tll'le

Have you felt tired, ·~orn out,
used~up or exhausted? {during
thP. past month)
1. all of the time
most of the ti~~e
- 3 . d good bit of the time
- 4 . sorr.e of the time
- 5 . a little of the time
6. none of the time

How concerned or worried dbout
your HEALTH ha ve you been?
(durinq the pdst mo nth )

1 2 3 4
Not
Conce r ned
At All

5

6

7

8 g 10
Very
Concerned

114

(16.

llnw R[L,,YEi) ur TGIS[ hu•Je jOU
t:een 1 (dtll'lll<j the pust 11aJnt1i)
1 l

~·~ ry

J

4

5

6

7

8

Reluxe(t

Cl7.

9 10
Very
Tense

J

4

5

6

7 8 9 10

~!o cn~nJy

,\TO.LL,
lin less

Cl9.

C23.

Very
ENERGETIC
dyrlilmlc

How OEP~ESSED or CHEERFUL have
you teen? (Curing the past rr.onth)
12345678910
Vert
Very
Cepressed
Cheerful
Huv~ JOLr

had severe enough per~
sonJ 1, e<notioni:ll , behavior, or
men·.,, I problems that you felt
you needed he l p DUR!i:G THE PAST

Have you C'ler been il patient (or·
out nut ient) <~t a m.-, nLJl hos~i t::ll,
a ~1cntal hed 1 th lid rd of a t10~p 1toll, o r J ment al he a lth dinic,
for <~ny Personal, emotional,
behdvior, ot· rnental proble111~
_ 1 . YES--during the past ye<1 r
2. YES--rore than a yea r ago
~10

=].

!low much Er/ERGY, PEP, VITALITY
h<hc you itdt? (during the p.:Jst
month)
1 2

C18.

C22.

Have you e ver seen a psychidtrist, psycho l ogist, or psychoanalyst abou t personal , emotion·
~1. behdvio1·, or mt:nta l proble111
co nce rn i nq you1·se 1f?
I. 'fES- ~ du r ing the past
yPar'
_ 2 . YES--mcu·e than d yeiH'
ago
_ J . NO

Have you talked with or hdd any connection 1•ith any uf the followinq
about some ~nal, emotional,
behuvio r, n:ental prob1em, r•Orr·ies,
~~e "~~~~e;.~.:~;~;KERflltTGYOO"RSELF duri 1;g

YEM?
!.

_2.

yes, dnd I did see k pro~
fessiondl help
yes. but I did not seek
profc~siona l

_J.

_4.

__5.

C20.

C21.

C24.

RegLrldr uwdical doctor' (except
fo,- de finite physic.!l conditions or routine check - ups)
I. YES
_2.1!0

C25.

Brain or ne rv e specia li st
1. YES

C26.

Nurse (except for routine
medica l conditions)
1. YES
2. NO

help

f hJve hdd (or have now)
severe personal prob I ems ,
bu t hJve not felt I needed
professiondl help
I huve had very few per~
sonc1l pr oblems of <1ny
ser-ious concern
I huv~ not been bothered
at ,111 by personal problems du rin g the p,tst yeilr

Have you ever felt that you were
go1n~ to hJve , or were close to
hJvin'] , a ne r vous bredkdo~m?
_1. YE~·-during the past year
_?.. YES--more than u year ago
_ J . 110

2.

C27.

YES
110

(28.

Police (except for simple traffic violiltions)

C29.

Clergynliln, minister. bishop ,
pr'iest, rdbbi, etc.
l. YES
2. r10

1.
2.

down~

YES--during the past yei\r
YF.":;--more than J year J ~ .:>
NO

lawyer (except for routine
legdl services)

1.
_2.

Hdve you ever had a nervou s bl'ecJk·

I.
2.
_3.

rw

YES
tiO
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CJO.

~l d rri dg e coun s ~lor

1.

=2 .

Yt:S

C33.

Do you di s cus'i your probl cn1s
wit h any members of yo ur

ri0

fannl y or friend s ?
1. YES --a nd it helps a

-

Tot

2.

CJ2.

Other
_
1

a ssistd nce
Y£ 5 - -:.JhcH kind? _ __

fO IT" J. !

YES--and it he l ps some

_3.

YES--but i t does not

_4.

help at all
110--I do not ha·1e anyone I can talk with

_ s.

about my problems

NO--no one cares to hear
dbout my problems

6.
_7 .

NO--! do not care to
talk about my problems
with anyone
NO-- I do not hdve any

probler1s

;;,
;~':;! ~~:;~:;;:,!'K~:·;~~·);,, L;:;~~ ~~;~·,;~~. ~o~,;~r~:,!~'!, ·: ~;~~, ' ; k,
('"cc k the blan k thJt comes cJojest to describing how y o u fe el .
In ge nerd!, has your pare nti ng e xpe r ience during the past year been:

OJ.

fj,ippy

oz.

JOYFUL

SAD
PAI IIFUL

03.

BOR!tlG

04.

EASY

HJTER EST!tiG
HARD

OS .

CIJQ'fliGLE

06.

0 / SI\P POINTING

MISERMLE
REWARDING

01.

O I ~CC~R;,GJ 1lG

oe.

r111. L

"'·

USELESS

010.

HOPEF UL
HlPTY

WORTH!miL E
~aoo

BAD
0 11

lJ u rir" l

t h~

P.t ",t / f! iJ r , how o ft eu ha ve you had di sJgreemcnts

/~! '}~?!:.. ~_hi_l_:!?

I.
'L.

-J.

n<:'V!' r
St> l dr)lll

OCCd SiOnd ! Jy

-i.

fr t!' 11UCnt l y

J.

consu nt ly

~~ ~
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012.

Dunn<J the DdSt /eM . ho w often navf! you hdd disdq,·eer:en t s
~ a::out how to ded i w1 th your youngest ch 1ld?

-2.

selc:om

-J.

013.

~~ Y2~

n~·1er

1.
--4.

occasionally
frequentl y

-S.

constantly

Mdny parents feel closer to some children than others. PICdse desc r ibe
as honestly as you c a.n, the degree of closeness between you and your
youngest chi I d.
J. distant
-2.
-3.

indifferent

--1.

fairlycl os e
quitec l ose

_5.

extremely close

IF YOU >IKE ?AfHUED: Ple:lse contlr.ue with Section E , "Hd r itnl Feelin'JS"
IF YQIJ .lP.£ SJ:;GLE: You have finishr>d th~ Ques t ionnaire.
Than~ you 'lfYJ much for
you r cooperation. Please return the completed question na ire illllledi<Hely using th e
pre pi! id , ~re -a dd ressed en•Jelope.
~t ,1 1Fe <?lings

Please Mark hO'~ satisfied you ue now ~dth edch of the foll o<iina aspects of
your mar r iage . Checlo: the box that""TS c losest to you r present fE>elings.
1
2
J
4
'lery
dis -

Aliltle
dis -

~iostly

Very

J:~
Perf~ctly

ll

.---------f-''"-''-'';_,_,,,_,;-"'''cl-'''-"'-"~i'-'-s'-'fi-"-eo,_· I-''"''-"-''-';'"-''-'
'. '"-'F"'-''-'-;'"-'-";'Td
sJtisfH~d:
£1.

thc.:dy~is

h,lnalcd in your
na r n;qe.
E2.

anu

/

the things you
you r :r.nr do ·~ hen
'~OU IJO(Iut foi--

Crlfcrtd~e nt, fun.

EJ.

th !!'

~"'ount

of

---+~----t-----1---lf. --

_:,;_;;~.~.;~:_;"
yooc-1---

l

[c1

.

til~

\Jcly

ch-,r~e:;

around thr:-i1%"se

/ II

- -

I

---

,1 r~ ~cr·forrred.

- - - - - - - " - - - ' - ' - - - ' - - -- - - -
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~~~:

~:~~lc

sJtisfteJ

!

[5.

!

th~ ~1..1y

) A
sutJdit!d

Mostly

!I

~dtisfied

Very
sJtisfied

Perfectly
satisfied

you and juur

·;~~~~ ~~u ~·c:~~~ ~

l____'_'_''_'_·---------}------}------+------+------4------~
[6 .

: El.

!

~e-~.!. !"til;l.£! 0:1'> in
ycur "J r-r ld'fC

r!;_\_1!Z_;.?_~ bt>li.:fs
Jrl.!

jUuo

ac:i·•lties in
r:J•'rlJ •le

!n tnese iirJl QUCS [ions ~~e ~~Jnt you to tell us~~ often~ .t!Q. things ~h~
tn ''Our ra r·n.H;e. dt' are not so inter·ested tn your feelings as in your most
JCCJrJt•: n:L•or~ uf ~.::!.ofte-n thes e thins1 ~~ow a~to:: n

hJvc you and your

to11eth~·r· !!! ~· [l~t_ r;onth?
r \ otr_, ,Jt) r•! tt-.r-~e tf,im]S

!.
1 [9
I

llu•jhed

tlone

~:.,y ::,e

or

once a

Never

n·onth

threQ

I t i•res

month

a

About

three

Everyday

once a

ti mes a

or

week

1·1cek

or

Shd r cd a JOk'!

I (lfJ. worked

to~ether

an

a rroJect

1

i

!

tO'JCt~er

-;;,.,-,,-------,

,----,-----n~r>;:;,.,;;-;;-oc;.-r----,-Tc;:;_,;c,

[11

~~~~~~~rfriends

1---·-------1--1--+---+--1-+-----1
I f: 12. <jr"Jne Ol•t for entC" r I
,
t •ll,l''(' nt o,- recred. Ell ::::, ' ' " " cc

il

I
"''I II. J u~ t tor fun
1------- - ·--------~--~----~--~----~----L------"
10
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None
oc
Never
[J.l.

spent some tine just
ChJ.ttln:J together

ElS.

been warm and dffectionJte

E16.

Gone out to eat
to ge ther

! Maybe

I once
month

il

Two or
three

About

ti[lles a once a
month

week

Two 01·
thrt!e
times a
week

Everyd<.ty

Thank you very much for your cooperation 1n filling out th is questionnaire. PlNse
return ~he cor.:pleted qucstionnJire i ~rn~ediately using the prepaid , pre -a ddressed
envelope. To insure the confidentiality of your answers, send your questionn .:lire
in a sepJrate envelope from your spouse.
If you would like a summa ry of the results of thi s study, please check the appropriate blank.
Yes, I 1·10uld like to receive" sulflllary o f the r-es u lts.
-r.o . send i ng a surrrnary of the results will not be necessary.

11
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Appendix l·
Reliability and
Composition of Measur es
Gener al well-b eing.

The General 111 ell - being schedule

(G WB) was developed in 1970 for the National Center for
Health Statistics (NC HS ) by Dr . Harold Dupuy.

It was

pretested on 373 adults and then administered to over 6 , 900
adults as part of the national study of the Health a nd
Nutritio n Examination Survey, which was co nducted from 1971
through 1 975 .
Fazio (1977) conducted a validation study on the GWB .
The GWB was compar ed to a variety of self r eport scales ,
including the Minnesota Multiphasic Pe rsonality Inventory
(MMPI), the Psychiatric Symptoms Scale (PSS) , and Zung
Sel f - Rating Depression Scale and the College Health
Questionnaire.

The internal consis t e ncy co - efficients of

reliability for the GWB wer e . 921 for males , and .945 for
females .

The test-r etest correlation for the tot al scale

was . 851 .

The hi gh level of inte rn al consistency on the GWB

indicates th a t is a homog e neous scale .

The study also found

that th e concurrent validity was sl ightly better than that
of the longer a nd more involved assess ment scales (Fa zio ,
1977).

Reliability co-efficients of the GWB fo r the cur r ent

study were as follows :
Alpha

=

0 . 85 .

Time 1-A lpha

=

0 . 91 ; Ti me 2 -
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The GWB contains 33 items - the first 14 items have 6
response options , the next four items are 0 - 10 rating
bars, and the last 15 items are crite rion-type behavioral
and self-evalution items.

In the co nt ext of the

questionnaires, the General Well-Being schedules cover the
following items:

GWB 1 - Questionnaire l, Section c, Items

Cl - C33; a nd GWB 2 - Questionnaire 2 , Section C, Items
Cl - C33 (see Appendices C and H) .
Personal stress .

The Personal Stress scale developed

by Campbell, Converse and Rogers (1976) and Campbell (1976)
was derived from a ten item semantic differential scale .
Two of the ten items on the scale do not correlate as highly
to the group as do the other eight items.

These items -

" easy" vs . "hard " and " free" vs . "ti ed - down " and the five
questions concerning the persons sense of being rushed,
their worri es about money and their worries in general ,
comprise the Personal Stress scale and a r e found in
Questionnaire 1 and Questionnaire 2 in Section B, or Items
B3 , B8, and Bll - Bl5 .
No reliability coefficients for this scale were
mentioned by Campbell et al (1976) or Camp bell (1976) so
coefficients were computed on the data collected for this
study.

Reliability coefficients for the Personal Str ess

Scale were 0 . 46 at Time 1 , and 0 . 47 at Time 2.
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Because these coefficients were so low , an Item total
correlation procedure wa s used which gives a reliability
coefficient for the scale with a given item deleted .

The

procedure is then repeated for each item so that the scale
can be refined and the reliability increased by dropping one
or more items from the scale.

Based on this procedure,

questionnaire item Bll was deleted from the Personal Stress
s c ale.

This changed improved t he reliability coefficients

to 0.56 at Time l and 0.53 at Time 2 .
Marital satisfaction.

Miller's (1976) study of marital

satisfaction reported reliability coefficients of . 81 for
the Marital Satisfaction scale.
Reliaiblities computed on the present data wer e 0 . 86 at Time
l and 0 . 87 at Time 2 .
The Marital Satisfaction scale is composed of Items
El- E7 on both questionnaires.
Marital companionship.
for Marital Companionship

The realiabil ity coefficient
scale (Miller , 1976) wer e .75.

Reliability coefficients computed on the present aata were
. 87 at Time l and .85 at Time 2.

The Marital Companionship

Scale i s composed of items E8-El6on both questionnaires .

12 2

Anticipatory socialization.

No realiabili ty

coefficients were computed for the Anticipatory
Socialization measure .

The measure is composed of items A7

and AS of Questionnaire l .
Alter~ative

activities.

No reliability coefficients

were computed for the Alternative Activities measure.

The

measure is composed of items Al9 on both questionnaires
Involvement in work.

The measure of Involvement in

Work is a single item and no reliability coefficients were
computed .

Item Al3 of Questionnaire l is the Involvement in

Work measure.
Parenting difficulties.

This scale is composed of

items Dl - DlO on both que stionnaires .

Re liability

coefficients computed for this scale were . 93 at Time l and
.91 at Time 2.
Because this study is the initial testing and useage of
this scale, the Item-total correlatio ns at Time l a re
reported in Table 12.
Parent-child conflict .
Item Dll of Questionnaire 1.
were computed.

This variable is composed of
No reliability coefficients
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Table 16
Item-total Correlations of Reliability fo r the
Parenting Difficulties Scale at Time 1

Mean
Deleted

Variance
If Item
Deleted

19.65432
19 . 55556
20 . 06173
18.32099
19. 6H98
19.70370
19 .70370
19.67901
19.87654
19.80247

93.30401
94.55000
107.83364
101. 34 568
94.55772
93.93611
95 . 11111
96 . 52068
100 . 83457
94.21049

If Item

Item
Dl

D2
D3
D4

D5
D6
D7
D8
D9
DlO

Alpha= 0.92962

ItemTotal
Correlation
0.86230
0.80229
0.54183
0.43571
0.83046
0.82820
0. 83596
0.71106
0.66889
0. 77762

Squared
Multipl e
Correl ation
0. 87311
0.32348
0. 33615
0.25295
0. 81201
0. 88779
0.84909
0. 54567
0.47908
0.64513

Alpha
If Item
De l eted
0.91497
0. 91822
0.93097
0.94093
0. 914S9
0. 91680
0.91671
0.92320
0. 92524
0. 91955

Standardized Item Alpha= . 093242
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